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Holland City News.
VOL. XIII.— NO. 17. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, MAY 31, 1884. WHOLE NO. 637.
§k>M (Situ |eui$.
A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: No. 52 EIGHTH STREET.
\
WILLIAM H. ROGERS.
Editor and PuNUher.
Terms of Subscription:
$1.50 per year tf paid in advance; $1,75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
\f EEN G8, D . R., Drui? Store. Fine Draw, Med*
1*1 Iclneu. Fancy Goode, Toilet Article* and
Perromerie*. River street.
VAN PUTTBN, Wm., Dealer in Drug*, Medi-
 cine*, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W.VAifDBNBKRe'BFamilyMedicinee;RiYer8t.
JOB PBfflTfflG Promptly ani Hsatly Eiecoten
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents for
Iret insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent
insertion for any period nnder three mouths..
_ | 3 m. | 6 m. I 1 r.
1 Square2 “3 “
lA Column
1 “
8 50 500 8 00
500 800 10 00
800 10 00 17 00
10 00 17 00 25 00
17 00 25 00 4010
25 00 40 00 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
tines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished wbitout charge for subscribers.|y All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
iatl |M.
Chicago & West Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect } Sunday, May 18, 1884.
From Holland From Chicago
to Chicago. to Holland.
Nl’t
Exp.
0*7
Exp. Mail. TOWN*. Mail.!>ayExp.
Nl’t
Exp.
p.m. p.m. a. m. p.m. p. m. a.m.
10106 1 10 10 15 ....Holland ..... 25510 06 4 50
10 30 10 35 Ea«t Sangatnck 2 45 4 £
10 40 • • • • • 10 45 .New Richmond. 245 9 42 4 18
11 32 205 11 30 ..Od. Junction.. 205 9 07 3 30
11 55 2 17 11 50 . ...Bangor. ... 2 87 856 3 10
1 25 8 OO 1 05 .Benton Harbor.12 40 8 00 1 55
1 50 8 10 1 15 . .8t. Joseph...12 9): 7 55 1 50
3 15 4 20 230 ..New Buflalo..11 30! 7 .18 12 45
7 30 6 50 5 25 ....Chicago ..... 8 55 3 40 9 55
*. m. p.m p.m. a.m.lp.m.p.m.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to From Grd. Rapids
Grand Rapids. to Holland.
a. m. a.m. p. m.
19 06 3 00 t5 00 ....Holland ..... 10 10 1 15 9 50
3 12 5 13 ....Zeeland ..... 10 02 9 40
3 30 5 35
..HHdBonville... 945 9 15
3 43 5 50 ....Grandvllle...9 32 8 55
10 45 4 (Ml 6 10
..Grand Rapid*.. 9 15 13 25 t8 35
p.m. p. m. a. m. ....... a. m. p.m. p.m.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Holland to
Muskegon.
From Mnskegan
to Holland.
po?;a.m. a. m. p.m. p.m. p.m.3 00 10 10 15 20 ....Holland. ... 1 10 3 00 9 40
3 25 10 30 555 ...West Olive... 2 85 ’9 17
3 35 10 40 6 10
. . . Johnsvillc.. . . 2 27 907
4 00 11 00 6 85 ..Grand Haven..12 25 2 05 8 50
4 05 11 08 640 ...Ferryeburg... 12 2 00 8 40
4 40 1) 45 7 15 ... Muakegon... 11 55 1 25 t8 05
p w. p.m. a.m. p.m. p. m. p.m.
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Holland to From Allegan toAllegan. Holland.
p. m.
3 00
a. m.
*9 00
........ Holland .......
a.m.
10 10
p. m.
1 35
3 20 8 30 9 50 1 05
8 35 8 50 ........ Hamilton ........ 9 ti 12 50
3 47 930 9 80 12 15
4 15 10 10 ........ Allegan ........ 905 *11 36
p. m. a.m. a. m. p.m.
0 Mixed trains,
t Runs dally, all other trains dally except Sun-
day. All trains run by Detroit time.
Mixbd Trains leave Holland, going north, at
7:50 am, arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m,
and at 10:05 p m. arriving at Muskegon at 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going south
at 5 50 a m and 8:55 a m.
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
Taking Effect April tith, 1884.
MIOT WIST Central Tla* GOING SAST
— Mix’d Paa*. STATIONS Pas*. Pas*. Mix’d
10 10 a. a. p. a. a. a. p. a. p. a.
11 02 5 20 505 L.Toiedo.A11 80 505 6 50
11 27 700 603
..Dundee'.. 10 30 4 00 500
11 82 754 6 27
...Britton..10 10 8 85 4 11
11 43
12 00
804
825
6 31
6 41 :« 10 069 yr 8 308 19 4028 4*
12 15 900 6 67
.. Tipton... 9 42 802 8 10
12 40 9 30 7 10 Cambridge 930 *47 2 47
12 59 10 25 733 .Addison.. 9U8 2 11 1 56
1 07 11 05 750 ..Jerome .. 8 51 2 01 1 *0
1 19 11 20 7 67 ..Moscow.. 844 1 M 1 07
1 30 11 46 807
. .Haaover . 883 1 41 12 87
1 52 12 10 8 18 ..Pulaski .. 822 1 30 12 10
222 1 06 8 40 .. Homer .. 800 1 06 11 20
284 222 909 ..Marshall . 732 12 37 10 15
2 56 2 49 922 ...Cereaco.. 7 19 12 25 946
3 20 880 940 Battle Or’k 700 12 05 900
3 29 4 15 p. a. ..Augusta.. t, a. 11 43 8 12
386 4 33 .Yorkville.. 11 84 7 58
4 16 446
..Richland.. 11 28 739
4 27 603
..Montteth. 10 49 6 15
4 33 623
....Fisk..., 10 39 5 55
4 45 636 ..Kellogg.. 10 83 5 40
700 A Allegan L 10 20 5 15
JF. M. p. a. a. a. A. a.
Trada Counootioxts.
At Toledo, with all railroads diverging. At Dun-
dee, with T. A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with
Waiash, 8t Louis A Pacific. At Tecumaeh, with
Lake Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L.8.AM.8. At Hanover with L. 8. A M. 8. At
Homer, with L. 8. A M. 8. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Mar-
than, with M. O. R. R. At Battle Creek, with
Chicago A Grand Trunk and M. C. R. R. At Mon-
telth, with Grand Rapids A Indiana. At Allegan
rith Chicago A West Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8.
Trains ail dally except Banday.
!B. McHUGH,
General Passenger Agent.
IwineM Diwctonj.
Additional $ofal
TYTALSH HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
TV full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-
inesi.
Tnraitnrt.
Vf EYEK, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all
ivl kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc.: River st.
Osasral Ssaliri.
Y/'AN PUTTEN G„ * SONS., General Dealers
V in Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats
and Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River street.
Hoteli.
'UTY HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprietors.
VJ The only first-class Hotel in the city. Is
located in the Business center of the town, and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
State. Free bns in connection with tbe Hotel.
Holland, Mich. 10-ly
T>H(ENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor,
x Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R'y depot,
has good facilities for the traveling public, and its
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda-
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
QGOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.
O This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.60 per day. Good accom-
modations can always be relied on. Holland,
Mich. &-ly
Livery and ale stable*.
TTOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
£> andbarnon Market at reel. Every thing first-
class.
TJAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
AX stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al-
ways he relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’aHotel. ‘ 33-tf
VTIBBELINK, J.’H., Livery and Sale Stable;
iv Ninth street, near Market.
Xaaafaetoriei, Xllli, hop*, Ite.
PAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., ProprietorsA of Ptugger MUU; (Steam Saw ana Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
TfAN RAALTE, B. dealer 1b Farm Implements
V and Machinery, cor. River end Ninth Street.
Hotarr Public*.
OTEGENQA, A. P., Justice of the Peace andQ Notary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly
Pkniclaai,
TbEST, R. B.. Physician and Surgeon, can be
A) found in his office, cor. River and Eighth
streets' in Vauderveen’s Block.
fT- REM E RS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Resi-
deuce on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers A
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., am!
from 5 to 6 p. m. 50-ly
For Alfibasline, Whiting and Colors in
oil, go to the Central Drug Store.
' Krgmbrs & Banos.
Fruit Farm for Sale Cheap.
Eighty-seven acres with buildiugs. 3,000
bearing trees. Beautiful location. Fronts
on Macatawa bay, south side, half way be-
tween City and Park. For price and
terms apply to G. S. HARRINGTON,12-3m Holland, Mich.
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
in large and small cans at -
Kremehs & Banos.
NOTICE.
After having completed our repairs and
changes we are now prepared to furnish
flour to the public that will give entire sat-
isfaction, we guarantee it to be tbe best
and purest ever put in the market. Every
sack we will warrant, if put up in our own
sacks and branded “Purity, new process
flour, City Mills.”
47tt. BECKER & BEUKEMA.
DECORATION DAT.
BT fllOBei W. BUNGAT.
lornciAL.)
Common Council.
Membcn present: MayWithin tbe lines of the still camping ground,
Where there is no assault, and no retreat,
And victory is not followed by defeat.
Unbroken rest and peace at last are fonnd.
No claah of swords, no trumpet’s thrilling sound
Nor roar of guns disturb their slumbera aweet.
Their deeds are writ on mem'ry’s sacred scroll ; I j. Bcukema,
And patriot love shall touch these hearts of ours, R- f
When, at their graves, fame comes to call the roll, w’ g
And hope and love and honor scatter flowers . K . Bchaddelee,
Brave souls survive the storms of shot and flame; F. H. McBride,
I (4f»o Ff 111****
Their furlough blossoms in eternal flame. * *
y the Mayor.
or Beach. Aldermen Ter
Vree, Rose, Beukema, Burgess, Workman, Ny-
land, and the clerk.
Minutes of last meeting were read and approved.
PETITIONS AND ACCOUNTS.
The following bills were presented for payment:
J. A. Ter Vree service on Board of Review $8 00
J. A. TerT™.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
teaming.
An Aged Mother.
M. Tubergcn, 10 weeks- rent for house for
inner ...
800
800
1 00
800
800
8 00
-8 00
5 50
5 50
FITS: All Fits stopped free bv Dr.
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer, tfo fits
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fits
cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St.,
Phila., Pa. 12-ly
Mrs. Ju
C. A W. M. R’y Co. advance charges on two
Honor the dear aged mother. Time has I —gDowed and warrants ordered issued on the city
scattered tbe snowflakes on her brow, pil- treasurer for the several amount*.
lowed deep farrows .0 her cheeks, but she The
is sweet and beautiful now! The lips are the following: Gentlemen:— Your Committee on
thin and sunken; but those are the lips of rijiillK mon0yi temporarily, to carry on tbe
that have kissed many a hot tear from fork upon the city water works, would beg leave
. to report that owing to certain negotiations which
Childish cheeks, and those are the sweetest are now pending we have deemed It advisable to
lips in all the wsrld. The eye Is dim, yet "lid «k ftS 5™ 5f whkh
it ever glows with the soft radiance of holy respectfully submitted, WEBKM1K
love which can never fade. Ab, yes! she j.' a.' Ten Vrik!
is a dear old mother. The sands of life _Furthcr tlme gnujUM,# commutes.
are nearly run out, but feeble as she is she I The Committee on Streets and Bridges re nor ted
The Three Outlets of disease are the
bowels, tbe skin and tbe kidneys. Regu-
late their action with the best purifying
tonic, Burdock Blood Bitters.
CCHIPHORST, L. Physician and Surgeon;
O office at the drug store of Schepers A Hchip-
horst^ is prepared at all times, day er night, to
VATE8. O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
x at residence on thu corner of River and
Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late
Dr. B. Ledeboer. 43-ly.
Vf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Snrgeen ;
Ph:*.5pa;ter. ,
JJIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer, Gal-
Watekiiand Jmiry.
J^RKYMAN,(nTX> Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
and Eighth Street.
117YKHUY8KN, H., dealer in Watches, Clocks,
VV Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets. Holland Mich. 24-ly.
@ttr Parkrtm.
Produce, Etc.
(Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Apples, J bushel ................. $1 00 Q l*
Butter, lb ..................... jfi
Bp, « down .....................
OnfoM, » bitiAels.’. .V.V.V.V.V.'.V 1£
Potatoes, $1 bushel ................ 25 Q
1 50
16
18
16
75
30
600
(tain, Feed. Eto.
(Corrected every Friday by W.H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, bushel... ..........
Bran, A 100 As ................ ....
Barley, V 100 fi> ....... ......
Clover seed, 9 ....... .....
Corn Meal 9 100 As ........
Corn, shelled 9 bnshel ....
Flonr,9bri...' .......... ...... ..... u b 25
Fine Corn Meal 9 100 As ......... A 1 60
Feed, 9 ton .. .................... @ 26 30
“ 9 100 A .......
Hay, 9 ton .........
Middling, 9 100 A
Oata.9 buihel .........
Pearl Barley, 9 100 A..
1 00
80
1 25
6 10
1 85
08
5
800
Rye 9 bush .....
Timothy Itothy Seed, 9 bnshel ..........
Lancaster Red, 9 bnahel... 1
1 85
9 00
1 25
40
COO
55
1 23
1 00
1 00
1 05
AttOfltfl.
L 0. of 0. 7.
HollandCity Lodge, No. 198. IndependeatOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
JJOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public ; River street.
Fell owe Hall , Holland, Mich. , on Tuesday Even i n g
of each week
Vlsitlngbrotherfl arecordlallylnvlled.
Wiluax Zbih, N. G.
William Bauvoabtil, R. 8.
\
est market price paid foi
Commission Merchant, and
Floor and Produce. High-
______ __ ___ _ __ r wheat. Office UHBrick
store cor E&th * Fish streets, Hollaad, Mich. 17
M
A RioulabC ommanlcstlon of Unity Lodoi,
50;1M.».AA . M.. will he hs Idat MmouIcHsII
R. B.BmtJW.M.
hto'l' •••*
 ..
- .A.-f. '3*V*?T 'Ai a
A£i~ >
Notice to Teachers.
Holland, Mich., May 12, 1884.
The Board of Education is now ready to
receive applications from teachers for the
ensuing year. All applications must be
filed with the Secretary on or before the
ast Saturday in May.
15-3 wks. T. J. BOGGS,
If you wish a bargain in Paints, White
Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White-
wash brushes, call at
Kkrmers «fc Bangs.
will go further .ad r.ach down lower for
you than all Others upon earth. Yon can* tuion of King and Blooter, asking for permission
uot w.!k into a midaight where .he can-
not.ee you, you c.nnot enter a prlwu “^"p^Vf5li7^,«rr,‘oLm"S5
Whose bars will keep her out; you cannot that the prayer of the petitioner be not granted.
mount a scaffold too high for her to reach; uS^are^sA^ noThe
that she may kiss and bless you In evi- 1 « ‘iroWnM
dence of her deathless love. When the streets for private
world despises a.d foraakea, when H leave. I S'" ,,wl ,or p'nb,lc p”,•
Joun Bbukima,
K. E. Wkbkman,
M, W. Rosa.
CmmUUe.
and thereby Interfer-
you by the wayside to die unnoticed, the
dear good mother will gather you in her
feeble arms and carry you home and tel!
you .11 your vtrluas until you almost for- 1 Th.'ciwi"'ri'pirt^ 'ihe" .Mitlon.'
get your soul is disfigured by vice. Love I oaths of office on file and that Lucas HprietsmaUad
conmunicatiokh from city orncBits.
not filed his oath of office as member of the Board
her tenderly, and cheer her declining | 0f Health. -Accepted ordered placed on file and
the office declared vacant.
We guarantee that the Sherwin-Wil-
liams Prepared Paint when properly used
will not crack, fluke or chalk off, ana will
cover more surface, work better, wear
longer and permanently look better, than
any other paint, including white lead andoil. Kremkrs & Bangs.
gubwiismentsi.
WM. BAUMGARTEL,
Freight and Ticket Agent
Chicago and West Mich.
-^R AIL W A Yu
 Sells tickets to all principal points in
the United States and Canadas. Money
can be saved by purchasing tickets of me.
Through Bills of Lading issued and rates
given for freights to all points, Call and
see me before making your iourney or
shipments.
WM. BAUMGARTEL,
Agent Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 28. 1883. 42tf
years with holy devotion.— Kr.
Shce Making by Machinery.
The Shoe and Leather Reporter justly re-
The clerk reported a statement from the Coanty
fund andTreasurer of $1,870,26, primary interest
$62,76, library money to which the city of HollandMM’ ~ mm ..... iurare entitled as now held at the county treasurer,
office subject to the order of the respective treas-
urers.— Accepted, filed and the city treasurer
marka that tiie introduction of labor aav- 1 ctw^.wlth IhMIlyaq tDoaay. and li. Clerk in-
strncted to notify the secretary of tbe Board of
ing machinery has been the most potent I Education in regard to the primary moneys.
cause of the changes that have been notions and besolutions.
wrought in the shoe manufaclure within | Geebe aud Is. hereby aj>-
a decade. The genius of inventors has h>ointe,1 ** member of the Board of Health to° vacancy.— A
devised implements for doing pretty much | ^Ald^l
street lamps is ended, and when
dopted.
,ld.
to
i
ting to the flal.hiujf of a .hoe, aud doing | Jg- ^ ^ cUj trc„,lrer lDall tbe work that is required from the cut*
By Aid. Beukema—
i Tt
|pa
has been ordered and delivered, the clerk
hat when each term of lighting the
oil for street
it so neatly that the inexperienced cannot ment thereof and report the same at the next
distinguish hand work from machine me'llD80,lh“C0”"cU-A"“i"0"'
work, and the experienced know per.ectly The committee oo arrangements of decoratlou
well that the latter is fer all practical pur I for Decoration day. extended ail invitation to the
, , m. . . , Connell to attend and participate in the exerclsea
poses as good as tbe former. The inslru- of the day .-Accepted and the Council to attend
ments first contrived for
were crude and imperfect
sewing leather ^ w/Noble petitioned that he be paid one doi*
; there were SO lar per day, for the days required of him to light
... . ... .. . .. , the street lamps, for caring for and lighting said
many llllle defects about them that they lamps.— Referred to the Committee on Streets
were not regarded with favor, and did not ftDd brld«e>*
do satisfactory service. But by degrees | That the Council appolut a committee
the faults have been ae completely rente-
died that they do their work admirably, un* sens, In regard to celebrating In a proper manner,
111 now three-quarters tf the handsomest were ap-
shoes sold in the ceuntry are put together P<>lnt«d •ach committee,
by machinery. In the factories the bands burned u, Tuesday 7:3u p. m. Jane 8,
are distributed into “teams,” each team
ctnstructing a particular part of a ahee,
many men contributing in their several
GEO. H. 81PP. City Clerk.
tot*
Though there are four profusely illus-
w»y, i»7ta oanfiiuraMon.- Of Muroe'th. I ‘.r,Ul* ***" 1”.ll,c ,u"'1
closest attentioB h.s to be given t. .11 the ,our '“‘'-T thl, number *'
details; It I. essential that the materials '» e,e“ m“r* n“1,b'e
a week at home. $5.00 outfit free. Pay ah-
•olately aare. No risk. Capital not re-
should’ be selected with dUcrlmlnating tor 1U »• ^
1 tures. Of special interest m Miss Fanny
Stone’s “diary of an American girl in
quired. Reader, If yon want haslness at
which persons of either se, young or old,
judgment; that the cutting should be skill
arr .r»“ z r:i ^
can make great pay ail the time they work, with
abeolota certainty, write for particulars to H. Ual-
lbtt A Co., Portland Main*.
material used on tbe other.
Eliott, of Harvard, discusses tbe question,
‘•What is a Liberal Education f” In a
IP. H. WIIjIMIS,
has put in his Ibop
a large, new engine
and boiler, and the
latest im proved
pump machinery,
and is prepared to
furnish pumps,
drive points, iron
or wooden pipes,
at wholesale or re-
tail, at the most
reasonable prices;
also agricultural
implements of all descriptions; the Ester-
ly Twine Self-binder, the Rawson Reaper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and tbe Ad-
vance Mower, the Orand de Tours three*
hoise sulky plow, the Bissel, South Bend
plow, best in the market, the Remming-
ton iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo
Spring Tooth drags, the best straight teoth
harrow for finishing land made, contain-
ing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills.
8 inches far every tooth, Dowagiac Wheel
Spring Tooth harrows, seeders and cult!-
vatora combined, Albion Wheel Spring
Teoth seeders and harrows combi
Studebaker farm and freight wagons,
Kalamazoo open and top baggies,
new kind of walking cultivatom, 5- tooth,
shovel, Detour sulky cult!8- tooth, and 2-i
vatora, Aultman and Russel ft Co. steam
thmaabors. Engines from one horse to
one thoossud horse power,
new goods beforo pi
Lippincott’s Magazine for June opens >a^er on “Th® ^fle anti AbU8e of I,ar*
with an illu.tr.ted paper on Raglan Ou- 1 ^ Wuhlngton Gladden advlaaa la-
tle, the finest ruin In Englend, end one of iwendentt to try to act with their party
the rlcheat in hiatorlcal associations. W. I ln ,he chlllce of Mndldatea, and to bolt
H. Schuyler discusses tboinbjectof Acad- l,*i aumlneiions. The illnatratad papers
emy EndowmenU,- and makes a .Irons I o' lh* June <JellturT. In ‘heir order, are
plea in behalf ef the eitensiou of this ays- "A French-Americau Sea port," being an
tom, showing the superiority of endowed ac0,unt °1 ‘h® Weed *1 8t. Pierre, near
schoole over others, as mere permanent I F^ndlsud, and a pert ef Mr. 8. G.
and establishing a better grade of scheler- w- Beojamlo’. aerie. descr|»lng hi. cruise
ahip. The concluding paper eu "Shakes- 1" ‘he Alice May; > picturesque anecdotal
peare's Trogedlea en the Huge’- describee hJ Fr'nhiln H. North, of tbe
tbe acting of Forest, the elder Booth, and 1 8eim8n’‘ retrei“ •" S'*"0 w“ld. «
MMready, and contrasu their qualitiee and “8»11«'»8du8 Harbor, - to which paper
methods. "Voysglng on the Bevennah," helenga the frentispiecc of the number, an
by Charles Burr Tedd, and "Mimicry in engraving from Bt. Gauden's statue of
Animals," by C. F. Holden, contain. B®hert Richard Randsll, the founder of
much that is striking and interesting. I Sn** Harbor; "American Wild Animals
Two short serials, ‘The Perfect Trees- ] ln Ar‘.” kT Jnlian Hawtherne, with 11-
ure,” by F. C. Baylor, which U one of the iMhmUOM from the eculpturea ef Edward
moat amtuing iterlea ever published In an Kemeya; and n corians schelariy paper,
American magazine, and "At Laat,” by I ‘otereatlngly lllnatrated, by Dr. Edward
Annie Porter, are eonclnded in this num- 1 Egdlown, « "Commerce in tbe Cnle-
btr. “Winifred’s Letter" and a “Railway j “i®*-” Hi fiction, Henry James’ new
Problem” are entertaining abort sterlet. I •‘•'7. "Lady Berberina," In tbla number,
A new aerial by Mary Agnes Tinoker, will «~®®™ «*•» *1* «he camplIcaUona *
be begnn In tbe July number, which la nmrriige aettlementi; Mr. Ctble’e “Dr.
the flnt of a new velume.
Call and tee
10- ly. /.-r
Rkmahikd by R. C. Joiner, ef Allen
P. O., Hiliedale Co., Mieh.: “Nothing
gave my rheumatism tuck quick relief
M Dr. ThomM’ Bclectric OU. r::
Sevier” it continued; and Robert Grant’s
stary ef “An Avenge Man” is concluded.
The short atery ef the number la » vl*
vacleus sketch ef character and incident
by H. C. Bonner, entitled “Tbe Red Silk
Handkerchief.”
s
 WM
iifc '- 'j
m^olkttd 'Pttts,
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
A DIABOLICAL act was perpetrated near
Meohanicsville, N. Y. Wtile the engineer
of a Bwitch-locomotive was resting in the
switch-house some person at present un-
known opened the switch, ran the locomotive
along the track for a quarter of a mile
or uereabouts, then “reversed the en-
gine ” and allowed it to run back at the
highest rate of speed possible. The villain
jumped off just after the reversal. The
engine soon after came into collision with a
passenger train on a down slope. Both en-
gines were totally wrecked. An aged ex-
pressman, Charles Ticknor, was badly, per-
naps fatally, injured. Those on the passen-
ger cars were badly scared, but, strange to
srfy, none were injured. The train-hands
escaped as by a miracle.
The Penn State Bank, of Pittsburgh,
closed its doors last week, a steady “run”
having largely diminished the funds. The
President, Mr. Biddle, says the concern is
able to pay dollar for dollar. The liabili-
ties are said to be about $1,500,000, with
assets fpeatly in excess of these figures .....
A “ mixed” passenger and freight train on
the Pan Handle route collided with a
freight train at Wheeling Junction, forty
miles from Pittsburgh, Pa. D. Bar-
tholomew, of East Dubuque, HI.,
was instantly killed. Five employes
of the rood were seriously injured .....
The Pennsylvania iron manufacturers have
deemed it. inadvisable to force an issue in
the matter of a 10 per cent reduction in the
wages of their employes. It is probable,
therefore, that the mills will be run at the
present rate of wages ____ Ferdinard Ward
was arrested in New York on a suit by the
City Chamberlain, boil being fixed at
$300,000.
The Penn Bank of Pittsburgh, after a
suspension of twenty-four hours, reopened
its doors with $600,000 cash on the count-
ers.
A well of natural gas, of eight thousand
horse power, was struck in Pittsburgh at a
depth of 15,000 feet
The financial situation does not improve
suffldently fast to allay serious apprehen-
sions, says a New York dispatch of May 24.
It is said that the Bank of Montreal has re-
cently poured into Wall street $8,000,000 in
gold. A syndicate has taken from
Fisk k Hatch all their Govern-
ment bonds, which must prove a measure
of great relief to the banks. James B.
Keene has offered his creditors notes
payable in twelve and eighteen months.
The common stocks of only five
railways on the list stand above
par, and of late the greatest depreciation is
in dividend-payers. The stock market is
again demoralized. Burlington, in the face
of a quarterly dividend, closed at 111. Lake
Shore was driven to 83$. Erie second-
mortgage bonds fell from 61} to 55}. North-
western common closed at %}, and St. Paul
at 67}. Delaware and Hudson was ham-
mered from 95 to 88$, and Lackawanna
from 106 to 97}. Pullman closed at 99.
At Savannah, New York, an express and
a passenger train came into collision on the
New York, West Shore and Buffalo Bail-
road, killing four men outright and seriously
injuring nine others. The accident was
caused by the carelessness of the engineer
of the express train, it is thought. One of
the injured will probably die of his wounds.
____ Brabender, President of the broken
savings bank at Erie, Pennsylvania, was
taken to jail, at his own request, for pro-
tection against mob violence ____ A verdict
of $10,000 was obtained against the Brook-
lyn City Bailway Company, for running
over a child and cutting off a limb ____ James
Keene’s liabilities are now estimated at
about $176,000.
THE WEST.
In the City Hospital at Kansas City Dur-
fus Weaver, a maniac, after attacking two
patients and Steward Winfrey with a knife
and attempting to bum the stracture, was
shot dead by tne steward ____ Henry Dillon,
of Akron, Ohio, desires to find his children,
who were carried away by their mother. He
has recently inherited a large fortune in
California.
Bet. B. Williams, of Chillicothe, Mo.,
having been warned by his deacons that he
would be prosecuted for bigamy by a
wife living in the East, poisoned himself
in a field with a bottle of prussic acid. . . .
The suspension bridge across the Scioto
Biver. at Portsmouth, Ohio, was crashed
by a drove of cattle. Three children of the
name of Fulweiler were drowned. . . .Lloyd
L. Majors, one of the trio who murdered
Archibald McIntyre and W. P. Kenowden,
in Santa Clara County, California, was exe-
cuted.
A detective of Kansas City states that
A. H. Sheldon, formerly President of the
Blue Spring Milling Company, with $50,-
000 in his possession, employed two de-
tectives to arrest him and conduct him Uwa
train, where, assuming a complete dis-
guise, he left for New York and sailed for
England. The story of his abduction at
the instance _ of his partner is said to be
^alse...... William Marshall, an advance
agent in the United States army, who en-
listed in 1823, recently died at Fort Mack-
inac, after thirty -six years of continuous
serrioe at that post.
When the New York express from Chi-
cago reached Jackson, Mich., the other
night, three men informed the passengers
in the rear coach that they must move into
the next car; and as the travelers passed out
,on the platform they were relieved of all
their valuables bv th<
' so skillfully
moved off before the amazed vic-
of God, and believed that Andrew Jack-
eon was President of the United States . .
A 6-year-old girl, the daughter of William
Dyke, living near Hillsdale, Mich., was
murdered near that plaoe. David Stone, a
half-witted uncle of the girl, was arrested
for the crime. . . .A new species of worm is
said to be ravaging the cornfields of
, Hlino:McLean Ceunty, I linois. It is about an
inch long, of yellowish color, and
of the diameter of a pin....
Beports of the condition of the grain crops
in Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, and Dakota
Congressmen who voted against the Mor-
bill would be read out of therison
party at the Chicago convention .....
The Republicans of the First Kansas Con-
cessional District unanimously nominated
E. N. Morrill for re-election. . . .The Repub-
licans of the Fifth Kansas District renom-
inated John A. Anderson for Congress. . . .
The Democrats of New Hampshire held
their State convention at Concord. Frank
Jones, Henry O. Kent, Frank A. MacKean,
and Alva Sulloway were chosen delegates-
at-large to Chicago. The platform demands
continue to be very favorable. .. The Ne- .a reduction of the war tariff, and insists
braska Diocese of the P. E. Church elected
Dr. Worthington, of Detroit, Mich., Bishop,
as successor to Dr. Clarkson.
A HORRYirYiNO tragedy was enacted at
St. Louis. At an early hour in the morning
Mrs. Alexander Edmont entered her hus-
band’s room, where she procured a razor,
and, returning to her own room, deliber-
ately cut the throats of her 3-months -old
baby and 4-year-old daughter. Passing
to another room she tried to cut the
throat of a third child, a 6-year-old girl.
The screams of the child awakened the
woman’s husband. While he was dressing
the wounds of his child his wife attempted
to cut her own throat, inflicting a dangerous
and probably fatal wound. Mrs Edmont
was no doubt insane when she committed
the terrible deeds. She had been an in-
mate of a lunatic asylum, but it was thought
that she had been permanently cured ____
George Anderson, an aged farmer, of
Bowling Green, Ohio, was beaten to death
with a hichpry cane by his insane wife,
who has twice been confined in an asylum.
____ Jack Hanley has been convicted of
prize-fighting in Saunders County, Neb.,
and will serve a term in the penitentiary.
____ The State Veterinary Surgeon of Kan-
sas, after a protracted tour, reports glan-
ders prevailing among horses in fifteen
counties.
Three boilers in the sash factory of
Carr, Ryder & Wheeler, at Dubuque ex-
ploded the other day, killing five persons
and seriously wounding several others.
The engineer is said to have been running
with but little water.
THE SOUTH.
Ellett, Dewey & Co., wholesale dry
oods, Richmond, Va., have failed for
200,000.
Thomas H. Smith, an aged merchant of
Baltimore, has been expelled from the
Christian Church for taking a dollar from
the contribution bucket He explains that
on his rounds as a deacon he changed a bill
for a lady and thoughtlessly retained it.
Heavy rains in the river districts of
Louisiana have badly damaged the crops.
Planters and business-men are much dis-
couraged.
WASHIIYCtTOR*
Some of the Democratic Congressmen
predict that Congress will adjourn about
the middle of June. Nearly all are of
opinion that it will adjourn before the
meeting of the National Democratic Con-
vention. Much will depend on the action
of the Senate in the matter of the appro-
priation bills.
The House Committee on Agriculture
has decided to report adversely a resolution
appropriating $25,000 for the purchase of
seeds for distribution among the sufferers
by the overflow of the Mississippi and its
tributaries. Representative King was
present, and read a telegram from his
State to the effect that the people
were on the point of starvation,
and would die unless seeds were immed-
iately distributed. The members of the
committee were of the opinion that if star-
vation was imminent the distribution of
food, and not seeds, would be proper ____ A
bill granting a pension of $50 per month to
Mrs. DeLong, widow of the ill-fated Jean-
nette explorer, will be reported favorably
to the House.
Twenty Southern Congressmen have
had a conference recently for the purpose
of devising means to procure the adoption
of legislation this session reducing the in-
ternal-revenue taxation. It is thought that
the plan agreed upon is to call up a bill
already introduced removing the tax on fruit
brandies, and seek to amend it by inserting
a provision removing the tax on tobaccoT
The Southern men do not hope for favora-
ble action on the part of the Ways and
Means Committee.
Capt. George H. Perkins, U. S. N.,
was ordered to take command of the Hart-
ford, the flagship of the Pacific squadron,
W week. He wrote to Secretary Chandler
protesting against the order and asking him
to revoke it. The latter replied, reminding
Capt. Perkins that he has enjoyed a year’s
leave of absence and two years’ practical
exemption from duty, refusing to revoke
the order, and telling the Captain in good
set terms that if he does not obey the order
before the 14th of June his resignation will
be accepted.
POLITIC A U.
The business men of New York gathered
at Cooper Union in vast numbers to indorse
the administration of President Arthur.
The chief speakers were B. H. Bristow and
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher ____ The Ohio
Democratic State Convention will bo held
at Columbus June 24 and 25 ...The Re-
publicans nominated Gen. James S. Negely
for Congress in the Twenty-second Dis-
trict of Pennsylvania, and T. M. Bayne n
the Twenty-third District,
Danville (Ya.) telegram: “The election
passed off without disturbance. The Dem-
ocratic, or white party, nominees were
elected. Capt. W. P. Graves beats J. H.
Johnston, the present incumbent, . for
Mayor by 408 voteB. About seventy ne-
groes voted the Democratic ticket One
hundred did not vote. Gov. Cameron came
u|) in the morning and remained all day.
e said, pleasantly, that he had received a
The robbery j carpet-bag full of letters about sendinuables o me men. mo | r n r g
llfu ly effected that the train troops, and had come to see for himself,
alarm ....
and wal pleased with the quiet and order.”
ourth Indiana District Democrats
Pi
. . . .The F
an 18-year-old youth, have nominated Hon. William 8. Holman
“ 'sland, was a wit- 1 for Congress.
ilubuque, Ioi%\. i Congressman C. C. Matson, of the
of6 ai! oath^had Indiana District, was renominated by
Sunday-school, could the Democrats. In returning thanks, he
never heard j predicted that the forty-one Democratic Bangor.
that the Democratic majority in the House
continue their efforts to establish the reve-
nue system on an houets basis. Tilden and
Hendricks received unanimous indorse-
ment
GENERAL.
Surveyors are locating a railroad from
Coalport to Cresson, Pa., to open up a large
bituminous coal-field. Contracts have been
made for the construction of a road of 350
miles from Washington County, Arkansas,
Timto the eastern State l ne.
The official statement of the Western
Union Telegraph Company for the year
shows gross revenues of $19,571,476; ex-
penses, including all expenses of operating,
maintenance, reconstruction, taxes, rent of
leased lines, etc., $12,928,963; net profits,
$6,642,513. The earnings of the first four
months of the present year ore greater than
for the corresponding months of last year ____
The Methodist Conference at Philadelphia
selected the following editors for the church
papers: The Bev. Dr. Arthur Edwards,
Northwestern Christian Advocate, of Chi-
cago; the Rev. Dr. Fry, Central Christian
Advocate, of Buffaio; the Rev. D. M.
Buckley, Christian Advocate, of New
York; the Rev. Dr. Bayliss, Western Chris-
tian Advocate, of Cincinnati; the Rev. O.
H. Warren, of the Northern Advocate.
About sixty gentlemen, representing the
sugar, wool, rice, and other industrial inter-
ests of the country, met in Chicago in mass
convention. T. D. Curtis, of Syracuse,
was called to the chair. A platform was
adopted claiming protection' as the
true policy of the United States
until other nations shall i>ny, equally
high wages to workmen as we do ____
The annual convention of the brewers of
the United States was held at Buffalo. The
attendance was large. President Scharmann
delivered an address, referring to the sep-
aration of the malt and distilled liquor
traffics, prohibition, restrictive legislation,
and party politics.
H. C. Blanchard, coffee merchant at
Richmond, Ya., has failed for $223,000.
Joseph B. McDonald, lumber dealer at
Woburn, Massachusetts, is insolvent, owiuii , ng
$125,000 ____ The Mexican Central Railroad
has been adopted as the international postal
route by the United States and Mexico ____
Private letters to New Orleans say the
Captain General of Cuba has liberated some
desperate criminals upon condition that
they join Aguero’s band and assassinate
him. Apruero is burning and pillaging on
ing dailvhis march, and his force is be y aug-
mented.
In the United States the past week there
were 187 business failures, against 155 in
the corresponding period of 1883.
Charles B. Clark was hanged at
Little Valley, N. Y., for killing his wife.
Laban Stevens was executed ut Waverly,
Ohio, for the murder of Anderson Lackey.
Leonidas Johnson (colored) was hanged at
McDonough, Ga., and John I'JcKetehera
(colored) was swung off tt Waycross, Ga.
____ St. John (Newfoundland) telegram:
“The French brig Seuorine sank on the
eastern ledge of thto great banks some time
in the first week of May. An English trad-
ing schooner which recently arrived brought
on a portion of her wreckage— trunks, bed-
ding, and clothing, all identifying the lost
vessel. She sailed from St. Malo, France,
March 5, bound to St. Pierre, M. I. Q.,
laden with a general cargo. The crew of
ten men, with fifty-three passengers, all
perished.”
The St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Railway Company has been notified by the
Collector of Customs at Winnipeg that no
hogs could be imported from the United
States into Manitoba for breeding purposes;
that the shipment of hogs into Manitoba is
forbidden except under regulations provid-
ing for the immediate slaughter of all hogs
entered. Under such regulations a
bond must be given as a pledge that they
will be slaughtered immediately ____
A rumor from the City of Mexico is to the
effect that President Gonzalez will next
month ask Congress to allow him to resign.
____ Thirteen deaths from yellow fever oc-
curred at Havana, Cuba, last week.
FOREIGN.
Mr. Gladstone stated in the British
Commons that England had no intention of
consenting to a revival of the dual control
of England and France over Egyptian affairs.
Egyptian finances would form the basis of
the forthcoming European conference ____
Edward Hanlan beat Laycock half a length
in the sculling match in Australia.
The Pall Mall Gazette accuses Mr.
Gladstone of giving way to France on the
question of dual control over Egypt, and
chairges him with evasion in replying to
questions in the House of Commons con-
cerning the matter.
Over 100 branches of the Land League
of Ireland have passed resolutions re-
questing Michael Davitt to forego his two
years’ lecturing tour in Australia and Ameri-
ca, saying that his services are needed in
Ireland in the interest of the national or-
izntion. Several constituencies want to
ivo the honor of electing Davitt to Parlia-
ment, but it is imderstood that he 4b
averse to taking the oath of qualifica-
tion. and will not become a candidate .....
A Socialistic outrage is reported from
Munich. The Socialists pulled down sev-
eral of the German flags at the celebration
of the thirteenth anniversary of the defeat
of France, and replaced them with red flags
and revolutionary mottoes, and the police
had to be called to restore the colors and
suppress an incipient outbreak ..... Lord
Dufferin stipulates that if Turkish troops
are sent into the Soudan, British officers
must be placed in command. England, he
promises, will pay all the expenses, and
must have sole control of the withdrawal
of the forces ____ A cablegram chronicles the
suicide of Rev. Henry T. Edwards, Dean of
ADDITIONAL NEWS*
New York special to Chicago Times :
“ Your correspondent called at Greystone
for the purpose of verifying a sensational
report printed in a morning paper regard-
ing the health of Mr. Tilden. After wait-
ing a few minutes in a reception-room, Mr.
Tilden himself came in unannounced. He
said thit the report of his failing hfeulth was
a pure fabrication, and utterly without
foundation; that his health at present
was better than it had been at any t'.me
during the past year, and that he had merely
run down to Greystone for a few days to
personally oversee some improvements that
he is making on the place. Mr. Tilden
shook hands warmly with the correspond-
ent, excusing himself with the remark that
he was just about to hike a walk through
his grounds and make a visit to some pet
animals.”
Strong’h Bank at Green Bay.Wis., with a
capital of $50,000, has failed. Henry Strong
is President. Heavy withdrawals on account
of recent failures led to the crash. It is
stated that depositors will get 75 cents on
the dollars ____ Jacob Seramorn, of Chicago,
has been sentenced to ten years in the pen-
itentiary for a vain attempt to reduce to
criminal habits a German girl of 16 years,
named Teresa Rosine.
Flamer swept away the large seed ware-
house of Hiram Sibley A Co., on North
Clark street. Chicago. The loss is esti-
mated at $250,000, with an insurance of 70
per cent., largely in foreign companies.
Mr. Sibley is credited with a fortune of
$16,000,000. He is at present engaged in
erecting two mammoth ten- story warehouses
adjoining the structure which was burned,
and will doubtless proceed to build a third.
____ Lightning fired a tank of crude oil at
the Atlantic Refinery, in the southwestern
quarter of the city of Philadelphia. The
flames spread to other tanks and caused
several explosions. Cannon were taken
from the arsenal to the scene, and used in
piercing a large tank threatened by the fire.
The loss is about $600,000 ____ One-half of
the Mail Building at Toronto, Ontario, was
burned, and the telephone service of the
city was destroyed. The loss is about
$100,000 ____ Other fire losses of the week
were as follows:
Losses.
Chicago, hide and tallow warehouse ..... $40,000
Manhattan, Kan., hotel ................... 15,000
Cannon Fulls. Minn., stores .............. 55,000
Sionx Falls. Dakota, hotel ................ 15,000
Brockton, Mass., plow works ............. 25,000
Cleveland, Ohio, oil tank ................. 15,000
Decitnr, 111., tile works ................... 10,000
HollidaysburK. Pa., ua 1 works ........... 10,000
Stone Bridue, N. Y., hotel ................ 25,0 0
Lons Island, N. Y., canning works ....... 100,000
Avena, 111., business bouses .............. 111,000
Waupaca, Wis , basket factory .......... 10,0n0
Henry, 111., five stores. . .................. 15,000
Menasha, Wis., bedstead factory ......... 15,000
New Orleans, warehouse and contents. . . 150,000
Caro, Mich., business block .............. 85, (XW
Chattanooga, Tenn., business property . . 75,<X)0
Fort Yates, Dakota, store ................. 10,000
Lancaster, Pa., tobacco factory ........... 15,000
Ironton, Ohio, nail mill ................... 25,000
Buffalo, N. Y., paper mill . . .. ............ 40,000
Oshkosh, Wis., shintde-mill ............. 10,000
Bhelwyean, Wis., tannery ................ 10,000
Carroll, Iowa, seven buildings ........... 15,000
Reading Mass., rubber factory ........... 200,000
Mr. Ingalls reported to the Senate from
the Committee on Judiciary, on Mav2G, a sub-
stitute for the joint resolution introduced by
Senator Jackson, proposing an amendment to
the Constitution relative to terms of office of
the President and Vice President. Favorable
reports were made on bills for two additional
Associate Justices for the Supreme Court of
Dakota; for a commission to run and mark
the boundary lino between Indian Terri-
tory and Texas, and to forfeit the un-
earned land grants of the Atlantic and
Pacific Road. A bill was introduced to authorize
the enlargement of the barracks at Newport, Ky.
In the House of Representatives, tills wore in-
troduced to appropriate $50,(X>0 for a home for
disabled soldiers of the Confederate army at
Fredericksburg, Va. ; to alxfilsh license taxes
on dealers in tobacco; to open overland
communication with Alaska and develop
her commercial resources; to pension all honor-
ably discharged soldiers of the rebellion at the
aee of 45 years, and for the fining and imprison-
ment of any national bank official who shall
bring loss on the institution by loans made for
his own benefit. The contested e ectlon case ol
Wallace vs. McKinley, from the Eighteenth
Ohio District, was taken up. The major-
ity report unseats McKinley and de-
clares Wallace entitled to the seat. Thomlnoritj
resolution confirms the right of the sitting mem-
ber. Speeches were delivered by Messrs. Tur-
ner, of Oeorgla, and Adams' of New York, in
support of the contestant’s case, and by Messrs
Hepburn and Robertson, of Kentncky, and E.
B. Taylor, of Ohio, in support of the conteptea
Mr. Robertson is the only Democratic membei
of the Committee on Elections who signed thi
minority report, and he appealed to his side &.
the House not to vote to unseat McKinley.
THE MAMET.
@ 7.50
& 6.00
&l 6.50
(& .27
(& 1.09H
& .63)4
& .44
@18.00
NEW YORK
Beeves .......................... $ 6.25
Hogs ............................. 5.25
Flour— Extra. ................... 6.75
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ............ 95
No. 2 Red ............... 1.02
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 62
OATS-White ...................... 40
Pork— Mess ...................... 17.60
CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 6.75 @ 7.25
Fair to Good ........... 6.25 @ 6.75
Butchers' .............. 6.00 @ 6.75
Hogs ............................ 6.50 @ 6.00
I’LOun— Fancy White Winter Ex 5.50 @ 5.75
Good to Choice Spring... 4.50 & 6.25
Wheat— No. 2 Soring ............. 90
No. 2 Red Winter... r... 1.06
Coen— No. 2 ....................... 53
Oath— No. 2 ....................... 31
Rye-No. 2 ......................... 62
Barley— No. 2. ................... 54
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 18
Fine Dairy .............. 15
Cheese— Full Cream. ......... ... .11
Skimmed Flat .......... 06 & .07
Eggs— Fresh. ..................... 13 @1 .14
Potatoes— Peaohblows ........... 84 & .36
PoBK-Mess ------ - --------- «... 18.50 @18.75
Lard .............................. 08 @ .08&
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. 2 ..................... 90 @ .92
Corn— No. 2 ........ 54 @ .65
Oats— No. 2 ................ 33 @ .85
Barley— No. 2 .............. .65 & .66
POBK-Mess ...................... 18.00 @18.50
LABD ............................. 8.00 @8.25
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 1.12 & 1.14
Corn— Mixed. ..................... 51 @ .62
Oatb-No.2 ....................... 31 & .83
Rye. ............................... 60 @ .62
PoBK-Mess ...................... 17.00 @17.60
CINCINNATL
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.08 <3 L12
@ .91
@ 1.08
@ .54 Hj@ .32
@ .63@ .66
@ .20
@ .17
@ .12
Corn ...........................
Oats— Mixed. ....................
.58
.86
@ .69
& .37
Pork— Mess ...................... @18.25
T.Ann .............................
.08 @ .08U
TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... .98 @1.02
Coen— No. 2 ............. .......
.68 @ .60
Oats— No. 2 ...................... .36 & .89
DETROIT.
Flour ............................6.60 @ 7.00
Wheat-No. 1 White ............. 1.07 @ 1,08,4
Corn— Mixed ..................... .58 @ .W
Oats— No. 2 Mixed ............... .87 @ .40
Pore— Mess ......................20.00 @20.50
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... L01 @ 1.03
OoKN-Mixod. .................... .54 @ .66
OATS-Mixed ............... ......
EAST LIBERTY.
.84 & .85
Cattle— Best ....................• 6.00 ft 6.60
Fair....; ................ 6.50 @6.25
8.75 @4.25
Hogs. ............................•5.50 @ 5.75
4.50 ft 5.00
THE WORK OF CONGRESS.
What Is Being Done by the national
Legislature.
A resolution was offered in the Senate,
May 20, asking by what authority Commission-
sections of the Northern Pa-era had examined
dflo Rood constructed subsequent to the time
e pi
and $15,000 to encourage silk cnlture.
Bills were also passed to bridire the Mis-
souri River from Douglas County, Nebras-
ka, and for the construction of a public
building at Detroit at a cost of Iwo.'mk).
The House debated the reiiort of the Eiectlons
Committee in the contested election case of En-
glish vs. Poelle, of the Indianapolis district.
Mr. Converse (Ohio) and Mr. Lowry, Chairman
of the Elections Committee, spoke In favor of
the adoption of the report. In the course of hi*
remarks Lowry reflected seriously on Congress-
man J. B. Wise (Readjuster), from Virginia, in-
timating that he was a lower animal than a mule.
Mr. Rosccrans offered a resolution for an in-
quiry by the Judiciary Committee into the facte
of the survey of public lands belomring to San
Francisco. Mr. Hewitt made a statement that
a published letter on the tariff bill to Henry W.
Oliver, Jr, bearing ids signature, was a fabrica-
tion by a Pittsburgh journalist. The House re-
fused to concur in the Senate amendments te
Senate on the Indian appropriation bill in the
matter of the Senate amendments to the House
bill.
• , M
Bills for the erection of public buildings
at Portland, Oregon, to cost $230,000, at Sacra-
mento, Cal, to cost $100,000, at Dayton,
Ohio, to cost $150,000, were passed by the Sen-
ate. M$y 21. and also bills for public buildings
at Washington, D. 0., and Opelousas, La.
Bills w re passed to authorize the bridging of
the Mississippi at Sibley, Missouri, and at some
point between St Patll and Natchez; to bridge
the Missouri at Rulo and Wliite Cloud, Kan .
and at the month of tie Daootah. and
to bridge the Illinois between its mouth
and Peoria. Mr. Wheeler was confirmed as
Internal Revenue Collector for North Carolina.
There was an exciting time in the House over
the English-Peelle contested seat from the In-
dianapolis district. The minority seport de-
claring that Peello (Rep.) was elected and enti-
tled to retain the seat was adopted by a vote of
121 to 117. Mr. Springer, of Illinois, changed his
vote, in the nick of time, in order to move a re-
consideration, and pending a division on
the motion an adjournment was carried
by a majority of one. The Democrats
who voted with the Republicans to retain
Peello in his seat were: Aiken, Beach, Boyle,
Bndd. Connolly, D&rgan, Findlay, Grcenleaf,
Hardeman, Herbert, Hewitt (Ala.), Hunt, Jones
(Wis.), Lore, Mills, Morgan, Neesc, Peel (Ark.),
Potter, Stevens, Sumner (Cal.), Throckmorton,
Tillman, Turner (Ga), Woodward, Worthington,
and Yaple.
The Labor Bureau bill was debated In the
Senate May 22. It was supported by Messrs-
Van Wyck and Blair, and opposed by Mr. In-
galls, of Kansas. The Senate sent to the foot ot
the calendar the bill prohibiting the mailing of
newspapers containing lottery advertise-
ments. Bi Is were passed to permit the
bridging of the Mississippi at SL PauL
‘ rt atto provide for holding terms of cou
El Paso, Texas, and to appropriate $25,000 to
id men of tilcompensate the officers and he Govern-
ment steamer J. Don Cameron for damages In-
curred by her loss In the Missouri River seven
years ago. The House of Representatives re-
considered its action giving the contested seat
to Mr. Peelle, and voted to seat William English,
who appeared and took the oath of office. Mr.
Horrma'ie the charge that the father of the
newly admitted member had abused the
privileges of the House by attempting to in-
fluence votes In the case. A special debate en-
sued, and a resolution was adopted that the
charge be Investigated by a select committee of
seven members. Bills were passed authorizing
ges across the Missourithe construction of brid j
Neb.at Rulo and Decatnr.  The Speaker pre-
a draft of a bill by the Secretary of thesented 
Treasury to permit the exportation of spirits to
adjacent foreign territory, with a drawback for
internal revenue taxes paid thereon. A bill
authorizing the oonstrnctlon of a railroad from
Sioux City, Iowa, westward via the Ne-
braska Valley to some point on th#
Union Pacific west of the 100th meridian,
and not west of Granger, Wyo., was reported to
the House by the Committee on Paciflo Rail-
roads. The new road, it is said, would open np
a territory as large as Illinois and Indiana to-
gether, would shorten the route to Han Francisco
300 miles, and It Is claimed that Its cons ruction
would benefit Northern Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Southern Dakota.
The hill proposes to confer advantages on th«
new r< ad similar to those conferred on the
Union Pacific, with the important exception that
there shall be no land-grant
Mr. Aldrich’s substitute for the House
labor bureau bill was passed by the Senate, May
23. It provides for the establishment of a labor
bureau in the Department of the Interior, which
shall be under charge of a Commissioner, to
hold office fonr years, who shall coHfect
data relating to capital and labor, and make
an annual report te the Secretary of tlio Interior.
Senator Harrison reported favorably from the *
Committee on Territories the bUl which provides
that the Dakota Legislature shall oonsist of
forty-four members of the Council and eighty-
el a ht members of the House, and that at the
next general election there shall be elected two
members of the Council and fonr members
of the House in each legislative district.
In a debate on the bill to provide for protecting
the interests of the United States in respect to
incumbrances, Mr. Beck said that under the
letter of the act the President could nay off the
Union Pacific Railroad mortgage. Mr. Slater
stated that on the maturity of the Union and
Central Paciflo mortgages, in 1893, these
roads would owe the Govornmemt $188,-
000,000. The pension appropriation bill
was passed. In the Hou*e, Mr.
Weller denied that he had been solicited by
William H. English to absent himself on the oc-
casion of the unseating of Mr. Peelle, and he ex-
pressed the hope that tne Investigating commit-
tee would inquire into the matter. Mr. Kellogg
called for an Inquiry into his alleged con-
nection with the star-ronte frauds, and the
matter was referred to the Judiciary Com-
mittee. A bill was passed appropriating $300,000
to nav certain quartermaster claims, one-half of
which Is due to citizens of Tennessee . In com-
mittee of the whole, a favorable recommenda-
tion was made on the bill to retire Henry J. Hunt
as a Major General. At the evening session
forty-two pension bills were passed, including
one giving $60 per month to the widow of Gen.
Ord.
The bill restoring Alfred Hopkins to the
rank of captain in the navy gave rise to a long
debate in the House on May 24. Hopkins is the
officer who left Pensacola without have when
the yellow fever prevailed there, and was dis-
missed from tiie service. The bill was finally
passed. Mr. Hatch, of Missouri, prooeated the
conference report on the bill to establish a
Bureau of Animal Industry— the House con -
ferrees recommend concurrence In all the Senate
amendments. The amount of the apiironriatlon
is $100,000, and the jurisdiction of the Commis-
sioner of Agriculture is limited to such investi-
gation and such disinfection and quarantine
measures as may be necessary' to prevent the
spread of contagious and infections diseases
from one State or Territory Into another. The
Commissioner Is prohibited from api lying any
monet toward paying for the animals it was
found necessary to slaughter in order to pre-
vent the spread of disease The report was
agreed to. A bill was passed to permit Lieut.
Reynolds, of the navy, to accept a decoration
from the Ermperor of Austria for saving eleven
lives. The Senate was not in session.
Don’t sell your $20 watch for $15,y(
ftyoung man. 1'ut it np at a charity fair
raffle, 100 chances, $1 a chance, and
give the poor twenty chances and the
fair twenty, and yon’ll make a decent
the watchprofit on ch yourself.— iiur/inff-
ton Haw key e.
“I beg a thousand pardons for com-
ing so late.” “My dear sir,” replied
the lady, graciously, “no pardons are
needed. Yon can never come too late.
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A GOLD BRICE.
The Part It Played in a Olever Swindling
Operation at Baltimore.
1 Wholesale Swindling Game Played by
a Sharper in St PanL
Swindled Out of •S.GOO.
[Baltimore Telegram.]
Marcello Triaca, a well-to-do Italian res-
taurateur of this city, hasiust been vic-
timized out of $5,600 by one of the clever-
est swindling games ever practiced in
Baltimore. The rogues have escaped, and
detectives have started West after them,
thinking they have gone in that direction.
Triaca about two months ago became ac-
quainted with a stout Italian who came here
from California. Two weeks ago he left
Baltimore 'to return to California. Last
Monday he came back, said be was going to
bring his family here, and got Triaca to
go with him to a bank, where ho
deposited $1,500. Now comes the curious
part of the swindle. Triaca and his friend
went out to look for a house. While on
their travels they met another Italian, who
carried a well-filled satchel, which, when
opened, seemed to be full of money. The
man appeared to be demented, and became
very communicative, in a crazy, disjointed
style of talking. He told them that ho had
come from Colorado, where he and a
brother had been making heaps of money
for years. The brother was dead, and
had left all his money to the
crank, who had it all, amounting to
about $40,000, in his satchel. He was
on his way to Chicago, where he
had a sister living. He tossed his money
about, handling the bars of gold and pack-
BUTLER IS WILLING.
His Letter Accepting the Anti-Monopoly
Nomination for the Pres-
idency*
crazy fellow-countryman home and keep
him from losing or being robbed of all that
wealth. The suggestion was acted upon.
The big man suggested that it would in-
spire confidence in them on the crank's
part if they showed him they had plenty of
money, and Ijo would the more easily allow
his money to be taken care of. Acting on
this hint, Triaca went to several banks
in which he had amounts and drew out
in all $5,600, the big Italian also drawin
out his $1,500 deposit. Then the cran
said he must go at opce to Chicago. They
started for Claries Street Depot to see him
off. But his money was an incumbrance,
he said, ond if his new-found friends would
only take it, put the money with theirs, and
keep it for him he would be much obliged.
Upon this the big Italian handed the crank
his roll of bills, Triaca following suit, and
the crank stuffed the money in his satchel
as careleesly ns if it were old papers. He
handed the satchel, bursting with all ibis
money, to his friend, but in a mothent
took it back and got $200 in notes,
saying that would serve him till his return
from Chicago. Triaca hurried away to put
the satchel in a place of safety. At home
he opened it, to find nothing but worthless
paper and bars of iron a foot long rolled
tighth
taken every dollar of the money out, either
when he pretended to stuff Triaca’s in the
satchel or when he got out the $200 for
traveling expenses.
Swindling bj the Wholesale.
[St. Paul Dispatch.]
This city was never confidenced as it was
yesterday and to-day. About noon Tues-
day a smooth-looking man, about 25 or 26
years of age, entered the jewelry store of C-
C. Berg, at Third and Cedar streets, and
presented a card purporting to belong to the
firm of John James & Co., iron and brass
foundersand machinists, LaCrosse, Wis. He
gave hip name as Wilber H. Jones, and at
once bohght some diamonds, amounting in
dl to about $225. In payment
for these he presented a check
on the LaCrosse firm, and was given $75 in
change. About 2 p. m. the same man went
into tne jewelry establishment of Myers &
Finch, on Bridge Square, and bought a bill
of goods, giving in payment another check.
Myers A Finch lost $1,055. He made a
call on Glenny A Gilman later, and pur-
chased $200 worth of goods, tendering a
•check for $400, in return for which Mr.
Gilman gave a check for $200. The man
had been in correspondence with several
parties, notably Myers A Finch, for some
time, and had written his communications
on the engraved letter-heads of the firm,
with his own name at the top, between
those of the members of the firm. Dyer A
Howard are out $250. The Cafe Living-
ston was victimized out of $100. Ransom
A Horton, hatters, were also downed.
Duncan A Barry lost two suits of olothes.
Palmer, the tailor, got caught for three
suits of clothes. Emil Gerst lost $3,000
worth of diamonds. Ed Brown, a Third
street jeweler, lost some diamonds, and
described the operator as being five feet ten
inches in height, of dark complexion,
bristly black moustache, with a peculiar
motion of the jaw. It is impossible to as-
certain who have been bitten. To do so
one would have to take Wabasha street and
Third'street on both sides for their entire
length. The swindler’s operations almost
caused a panic.
who was ever
Illinois by abanished from the State of
mass convention of the people. His ostra-
cism has been complete. He goes because
he cannot live here. No one will buy any-
thing of him or sell him anything.
No one will speak to him on
the street or elsewhere. His wife and his
beautiful daughters are served in the same
way. Friends and fellow church members,
who have known them all and been asso-
ciated with them in many good works for
years past, treat them as strangers. The
feeling is unanimous; the ostracism uni-
of the
Tilden Indorsed by New Hampshire and
Nebraska Demoorats-Other Polit-
ical Conventions.
Nebraska Demecratlc Convention.
The Democrats of Nebraska met in con-
vention at Lincoln and selected the follow-
ing delegates-at-large to the Chicago con-
vention: James E. Boyd, J. Sterling Mor-
ton, W. H. Monger, and Tobias Castor.
They are all for Tilden. No other name
was mentioned during the convention ex-
cept Tilden’s. The following platform was
adopted:
We, the delegates of the Democratic
party of the State of Nebraska, in conven-
tion assembled, submit the following plat-
form of reforms and measures:
1. We demand a vigorous frugrality in
•veiy department and from every officer of
the Government, and we heartily concur in
the sentiment that no reform of adminis-
tration is possible so long as the Govern-
ment is directed by a party which is under
the dominion of false doctrine and anima-
ted by enormous pecuniary interests in the
perpetuation of existing abuses; that the first
effectual step in the reform of our Govern-
ment must be a fundamental change in the
policy of its administration.
2. That, in view of the unequal and dis-
criminating operation of the existing tariff
and the unjust and excessive burdens im-
posed upon the people, we are in favor of a
revision which shall limit it to the produc-
tion of the necessary revenues of the Gov-
ernment economically administered; that
it should be so adjusted as to prevent, as
far as possible, unequal burdens upon la-
bor, and to bear most heavily on articles of
luxury, and lightly on articles of necessity.
We believe such a revision of the tariff
laws, simpUfled in their operation and ad-
ministration, will result in decreasing the
growth of monopolies, preveill the oppres-
sion and spoliation of labor, and the un-
equal distribution of wealth, and abolish
special and class legislation.
Resolved, That as our fathers, under the
lead of Thomas Jefferson, rescued our re-
public from the control of Federalism, and
the alien and sedition laws of the elder
Adams, so will the Democratic party of
1884, if united, hurl the Republican party
from power, and re-elect Samuel J. Tilden
and Thomas A. Hendricks President and
Vice President of the United States of
America. _
New Hampshire Democratic Convention*
The Democratic State Convention of New
Hampshire assembled at Concord and ac-
complished its work in three hours. It was
unanimously for Tilden and Hendricks and
generally in favor of the Morrison bill,
Frank Jones, Henry O. Kent, Frank A.
MacKean, and Alva Sulloway were chosen
delegates-at-large. No instructions were
given, but, as the unanimous sentiment of
the convention preferred the “old ticket,"
they will support it at the national conven-
tion. Chairman H. W. Parker denounced
protection, and said that tariff for revenue on-
ly would be the issue in the campaign. Res-
olutions were adopted declaring against all
laws tending to the centralization of power,
wealth, and political influence; demanding
a reduction of the war tariff; commending
the Democratic majority of the House in
their recent efforts for tariff reform, and in-
sisting on no cessation of their efforts until
the revenue system is re-established on an
honest basis, and calling for a thorough re-
form of tariff, financial, and administrative
affairs. The resolutions also arraign th
Republican party as false to the interests
the people, and assert their condemnation
of “the great crime of 1876, a wrong
we propose to right and make impossible
hereafter."
Cton. Butler’s Acceptance.
Gen. Butler accepts the nomination of
the National Anti-Monopoly organization
for President of the United States. The fol-
lowing is his letter of acceptance:
Lowell, Mass,, May 21, vl 884.
Gentlemen: I have the honor to receive
your courteous note giving me the action of
the convention at Chicago on the 14th insi
of the representatives of anti-monopoly.
The honor of the designation by such a
body as their candidate for the Pres-
idency of the republic can not be
too highly appreciated. Concurring with
each measure of public policy set forth in
the resolutions, I need only to odd that if
the votes of the electors shall intrust me
with the executive powers of Chat high
office, each of them will be fully, justly, and
energetically used to make every measure
of relief to the people and reform in the
Goveftiment pointed out by your platform
OSTRACIZED AND BANISHED.
The Alleged Murderer of Zore Burns 
Homeless Wanderer.
[Lincoln (HL) Dispatch.]
This week will see Orrin A. Carpenter,
the onoe wealthy and highly respected citi-
zen of Lincoln, a homeless wanderer. He
Benjamin F. Butler.
West Virginia Greenbackers.
The West Virginia Greenback State Con-
vention met at Bnokhannon and nominated
Judge Edwin C. Maxwell, of Harrison
County, for Governor; J. T. Burtt, Aud-
itor; Spencer W. Sunn, of Marion County,
Treasurer; and J. N. Kendall, of Bitchie
•Republicans to name, and the two partiet
will fuse in the October election as well oe
November. The nominatinn of electon
was left to the Executive Committee.
Tennetsee Prohibition Convention.
The Tennessee State Prohibition Conven-
tion, with fonr hundred delegates, convened
at Nashville. Enthnsiastio speeches were
made, and the temperance cause in Ten-
nessee reported in a satisfactory condition.
The convention declined to put forth a sep-
arate ticket or to mix politics and temper-
ance in anyiway. The delegatee, however,
pledged themselves to vote for candidates
who favored submitting the question of s
constitutional prohibition amendment' to the
people.
SMALLTALK.
Mam Twain is learning to ride a bioy-
Look out for a new book.
•by, the sculptor, is at work on a
new bust of Gen. Washington.
J. J. Bat, Davie, Mo., inventor of a self-
feeding water trough, went crazy over it Iasi
BURSTING BOILERS.
Six Persons Killed by a Steam
Explosion at Dubuque,
Iowa.
[Dubuque (Iowa) Telegram.]
Three boilers connected with the sash
and door factory of Carr, Ryder A Wheeler
exploded with frightful effect. The explo-
sion was heard all over the city, and it
shook buildings to their foundations. The
boiler-house was completely destroyed and
the boilers thrown about in different direc-
tions. The one that did not burst
was thrown intact a distance of
thirty feet against the mill. A solid
division wall separated the boiler-house
from the mill, else the destruction and loss
of life would have been terrible. The mill
employs 200 men. The comer of a dwell-
ing near the boiler house was tom com-
pletely out and several women injured. The
engineer and two firemen were in the boiler
house at the time and were buried beneath
the debris. Two children playing near it
wero also buried. The killed are: Milo M.
Mellen, the engineer, aged 30 years. He
leaves a wife. Fritz Villaanger, the fireman.
Ho was a single man. Two children of
Charlie May, aged respectively 6 and 3 years.
Michael McLaughlin, the second fireman,
was horribly burned and mangled, and can-
not live but a few hours. Mrs. Margaret
Walter was strack by the flying bricks and
badly cut. Her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Al-
bert Walter, and her three children were
also injured. Mr. Rudolph Nealte and
Mrs. Vaeglen, living on an opposite comer
of the street, wero also slightly injured.
Nealte was knocked down in his yard. Mrs.
Vaegler was upon her porch when a piece
of one of the boilers came down through
the roof, striking her on the bead, knock-
ing her senseless.
The main mill building^had all its win-
dows shattered. The boiler-room was a
stone structure apart from the main factory
and was shattered to atoms. Pieces of
iron, stones, and brick flew in all directions.
The children killed wero playing; in a yard
near the boiler-room. The woman injured
occupied a house near the disaster. The
house was blown away. Several theories
are advanced as to the cause of the disaster,
the most plausible being a lack of water.
The engineer, it is said, was ranning with
but little water, as he wished to “blow off"
the boilers to clean them out. The boilers
were inspected three weeks ago, and pro-
nounced safe. The damage to the property
is less than $5,000.
RECKLESS RAILROADING.
Somebody’s Blunder Causes a Fatal Col-
lision on the West Shore Road.
[Syracuse Dispatch.]
As a Rochester express on the West Shore
Road from this city was drawing onto a
branch track opposite Savannah Station,
the Atlantic express from Buffalo crashed
into the baggage car and made a clean
sweep of the smoker, taking an entire row
of seats with it and leaving the two cars
and the front end of the first passenger a
total wreck. Two men were killed
and four seriously wounded. Nearly
all of the victims were employes of the
Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph Company,
and were on the way to their homes in
Rochester to spend Sunday.
Many curious circumstances are narrated
in connection with the disastrous occurrence.
Some passengers occupying seats with the
killed and injured escaped unhurt. George
Waggoner, of this city, stood on the front
v steps of the smoker, and seeing the headlight
„ of an approaching engine, he ran to the other
side and jumped. He remembers being car-
ried along by the car, but suddenly became
insensible. On recovering, he found him-
self on a heap of loose dirt twenty feet
* - - - - -from the track. He was not injured. The two
sons of Mr. Waterbury’s were at the station to
meet him. Not finding him, they left for
home shortly after the accident, under
the impression that he had waited
here for the next train. An hoar
afterward they were summoned back to
the wreck, when upon closer inspection the
elder boy discovered amdng bodies he had
himself helped to remove the mangled re-
mains of his father. The relatives of the
killed and wounded inveigh bitterly against
the recklessness which made the accident
possible. The West Shore Company is
censured on all hands, the universal opin-
ion being that under proper management
the disaster could not have taken place.
Death of the Oldest Enlisted Mm in
the United States Army.
William Marshall, Ordinance Sergeant
United States Army, died a few days ago at
his home on Mackinac Island, Mich.
Sergt Marshall was without doubt the
oldest enlisted man in the army of the United
States. He entered the service by enlisting
in A Company of the Fifth United States
Infantry Aug. 12, 1823. After serving ‘in
the field through the Floridan and Mexican
wars he went to Fort Mackinac on duty
April 8, 1848, and has remained on duty at
that post without intermission np to his
.death.
CHIPS.
Leland Stanford offers Gen. Grant
and his family a home with him as long as
he lives.
It is estimated that there are over 1,500
acres in strawberries in Marion County, HL
Guy Johnson, of Clinton, N. Y., the
last slave in the State, who was emancipated
in 1812, is dead.
Judah P. Benjamin's daughter married
a French officer of the staff, and resides in
Paris with her mother.
Gen. Booth says to his Salvationists:
“ Shout; those who can’t stand the noise
will never get to heaven."
Dr. Dio Lewis says the coming man
and woman will not be smaller at the waist
than at other parts of the body.
During a thunder shower which passed
over Shirley Village, Mass., there fell with
the rain large quantities of small stones.
The following is a copy of a notice pasted
np in the Council Bluffs Police Station:
“No loafers allowed hare, except police."
A PERSONAL item in a Rutland, Vi., pa-
per says that “S. M. Doit has lost a valu-
able cow which licked a pail of green paint”
WONDERFUL DISCOVERY.
MPsitsurli Sure He Has Found an Antidote
for Hydrophobia.
That eminent soientist, M. Pasteur, who
has made so many important discoveries
during the past few years bearing upon the
health of man, not alone in the domain of
cause and effect, but also in the very prac-
tical direction of furnishing remedies for
ailments considered incurable, has now
added to his laurels by discovering a reme-
dy for hydrophobia, which has hitherto
been considered fatal when once it had ob-
tained a foothold in the system. The fol-
lowing cable dispatch to the Chicago Trib-
une, setting forth the details of his remedy
—which is simply inoculation fora prevent-
ive, like vaccination to prevent small-pox
—and giving the details of the method he
employed in his experiments with dogs,
monkeys, and rabbits, will be found ex-
tremely interesting:
M. Louis Pasteur, the celebrated French chem-
ist, claims to have made a discovery of the most
vital importance— not him* less, In fact, than a
complete cure, or rather antidote, for hydro-
phobia. In nn Interview with a Figaro corre-
spondent M. Pasteur says: ‘‘Cauterisation of the
wound immediately after the bite, as is well
known, has been more or less effective, but
ceived the idea to make the object-
glass of the refractor less sensitive
all kinds were plainly discernible, as well
as signs of industry and traffic. The learned
Professor’s study and observations of old
Luna will be repeated every foil moon when
the skv is dear, and we venture to predict
that the time is not far off when we shall
know more about the man in the moon than
ts being nn agent in English politics.
CLIPPINGS.
The “Able-Bodied Linn’ Club" is nn in-
stitution of Ottumwa, lown.
Minnesota has no less than 7,000 lakes,
which take np over 2,700,000 acre, of terri-
tory.
The stone of which the Are de Triomphn
in Paris is composed is fast crumbling
away.
make him comnletely insusceptible to the
effects of hydrophobia, even If bitten
subsequently by any number of mad
doss. I have been devotins the last four years
to this subject. I found out in the first place
that the rirus rabique loses its intensity by
transmission to certain animals and increases
method was as follows: I took tho vims direct
from tho brain of a dog: that died from acute
hydrophobia. With this virus I inoculated a
monkey. The monkey died. Then with tho
virus already weakened in intensity, taken
from this monkev, I inoculated a second
monkey. Then with the virus taken from the
second monkey I inoculated a third monkey,
and so on until I obtained a virus so weak as to
be almost harmless. Then with this almost
harmless virus I inoculate! a raiiblt. the virus
beina at once increased in intensity. Then with
the virus from the first rabbit I inoculated a
second rabbit, and there was another increase
In the intensity of the virus. Then with the
virus of the second rabbit I inoculated a third
rabbit, then a fourth, until the virus had
regained Its maximum Intensity. Thus
I obtained virus of different de-
grees of power. I then took a
dog and inoculated him first with the weakest
virus from the rabbit, then with the vims from
the second rabbit, and finally with the rabbit
vims of maximum Intensity. After a few days
more I inoculated the dog with vims directly
from the brain of a dog that had last died of
acute madness. The dog upon which I experi-
mented proved completely Insusceptible to
hydrophobia. The experiment was frequently
repeated, ala-ays with the same snoceesful re-
sult.
“But my discovery docs not end here. I took
two don and Inoculated them both with virus
taken directly from a dog that had just died
of aente hydrophobia. I let one of my
two dogs thus Inoculated alone and bo went mad
and died of acute hydrophobia. I subjected the
second dog to my treatment, giving him the
three rabbit inoculations, beginning with the
weakest and ending with the strongest The
second dog was completely cured, or rather be-
came completely insusceptible to hydrophobia."
M. Pasteur then went to a kennel and caressed
a dog that bad undergone this latter operation.
BaW M. Pasteur: “Whoever gets bitten by a
mad dog has only to submit to my three little
inoculations and he need not have the slightest
fear of hydrophobia.
THE MOON INHABITED.
Towns, Villages, and Cultivated Fields
Can Be Seen.
At the astronomical observatory of Ber-
lin a discovery has lately been made which,
iHthout doubt, will cause the greatest sen-
sation not only among the adepts in seience
but even among the most learned. Prof.
Blendmann, in that city, has found, bevond a
doubt, that our old friend the moon is not
a mere lantern, which kindly fornishes
light for the loving youth and gas com-
ies of our planet, bat the abode of liv-
g, intelligent beings, for which he is pre-
pared to furnish proofs tho most con-
vincing.
This question has agitated humanity from
,time immemorial, and has been the object
of the greatest interest. Bnt the opinions
Jiave always differed very widely, and no
two minds held one and the same. Already
in ancient times the belief prevailed that
the moon was inhabited with some higher
organized, intelligent beings, somewhat re-
sembling man, and in order to communicate
with them the earthly enthusiasts planted
rows of trees, several miles in length, so as
to form the figure of the Pythagorean the-
orem. The celebrated astronomer, Schro-
der, in the beginning of the present century,
fancied that he could detect places on tne
'surface of the moon which periodically grew
lighter and darker, and from this met he
derived the conclusion that the phenome-
non was a proof of existing vegetation.
During the last few decades, however, the
idea of life on the moon has been held np
to ridicule, and totayy scorned by men of
learning. But, nevertheless, it has now
been proved to be conect.
By accident Dr. Blendmann found that
the observations of the moon gave but very
unsatisfactory results, owing to the intens-
ity of the light power of the moon’s at-
mosphere, which is that strong that it
affects the correctness of the observations
in a very high degree. He then con-
i fra<
the rays of the light, and for that
..... m - -purpose he darkened it with the smoke of
camphor. It took months of experimenting
before he sucoeded in finding his right de-
gree of obsenrity of the glass, and when
finally found he then with the refractor took
a very accurate photo of tho moon’s sur-
face. This he placed in a sun microscope,
which gave the picture a diameter of o5i
feet. The revelation was most startling. It
perfectly overturned all hitherto entertained
ideas of the moon's surface. Those level
plains which formerly were held to be oceans
of water proved to be verdant fields,
and what formerly was considered moun-
tains turned out as deserts of sand and
oceans of water. Towns and habitations of
MICHIGAN ATFAIB&
—William Scudder, a Deputy Sheriff of
Hastings, was shot dead by a fanner named
Stephen Dnrfee, whom he attempted to ar-
rest.
—An employe at A. Hobson’s stone yard
at East Saginaw, named Millard Blaisdell,
was caught between two large stones, one
of which was being swung into a derrick,
crushing his thigh and producing fatal in-
ternal injuries.
-During a heavy gale at noon one day
recently a hotel and the blacksmith shop of
George Higgins, in the village of Sanford,
near East Saginaw, a shed and a dwelling
belonging to M. Butler, and a house
ond bam belonging to Edward Francis were
destroyed. The entire town had a narrow
escape. The loss is estimated at $8,000.
—David E. Harbough, ex-Police Justice
of Detroit, died at tho Pontiac Insane Asy-
lum. He was bom in New Lisbon, Ohio,
in 1808, ond came to Detroit forty-nine
years ago. He practiced law, became
Collector of Internal Revenue, and some
years ago filled the office of Police Justice.
Ho was tho original of “ His Honor” in the
humorous police-station sketches in which
“ Bijah " also appeared.
—A tragedy occured in the Standish
House at Standish, Arenac County, twenty-
nine miles north of Bay City, resalting in
the death of Jeremiah Mnhony from the re-
sult of a pistol shot wound in his right
breast, alleged to have been inflicted by a
revolver in the hands of one Wm. Quigley.
Mahony expired in less than an hour. He
and the accused had some words regarding
the driving of saw logs, and meeting in the
Standish House the shot was fired before
any one could interfere.
—Dr. A. M. Ransom, a physician, and
Carl Bostwick, insurance man, were arrested
at Kalamazoo, on the charge of attempting
to bum the Baumann block. One Sanday
morning recently fire was discovered on
the third floor, and was extinguished before
much damage was done. The evidence
was plain that it was the work of an incend-
iary, and the officers found that Ransom
and Bostwick had on the previous Saturday
night gone t6 the office of Dr. Thomas, in
the block, to sleep. This much the yonng
men acknowledged, but deny having any-
thing to do with the fire.
—About a week ago a man registered at
one of the hotels in Ann Arbor and spent
the day walking about the city and Univer-
sity, and inspecting the students’ directo-
ries. The evening of his arrival a note was
sent to a student of the University request-
ing an interview on business of great im-
portance to the student. The note was
signed “George P. Harris." The student
made haste to the place designated in the
note and found there the mysterious visitor
who had been seen about the city, and was
thrown into consternation by the cool an-
nouncement that the stranger was a detect-
ive in the employ of the United States
at Buffalo, and that he had reason to be-
lieve that the student hod been guilty of
smuggling a suit of clothes from St*
Thomas in December lost. The student
acknowledged the offense and said that hq
was ready to suffer the penalty. A* the
detective had no jurisdiction in this district
he went no farther than to confiscate the
goods, bnt he said that he mast hand the
matter over to the anthorities at Detroit
The yonng man visited Detroit and learned
that he might be arrested for the offense at
any time, but he is in hopes that the matter
can be quietly settled. The student says
the clothing came by express and that he
supposed the shippers had paid the duty.
Health In Mlehlfaa.
Reports to the State Board of Health, Lanslnff,
by observers of diseases in different parts of the
Stats show the principal diseases which caused
most sickness in Michigan during the week
ending May 17, IBM, as follows. Number of ob-
servers heard from, 44; 1
Diseases In Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.
lllntermittent fever.
2 Rheumatism.,....,
slNenralida.
4|ConHuniptlonof longs...
6 Tonsllltis... .............
6, Bronchitis ................
7 Influenza ..... . ...........
s Remittent fever ..........
9 Diarrhea ..................
10 Erysipelas ................
11 Inflammation of kidneys,
MMetales....
13 Pneumonia
14' Scarlet fever
15;Dlphthcria ................
Ifl'Inttamraatkm of bowels..
17|Typho- malarial fever.....
18; Inflammation of brain....
19 Whooping cough ...... ...
30|Dv«mtenr ................
21 Puerperal fever ...........
MiOerebrosplnal meningitis
23l Cholera infantnm:.......
34:Membraneons croup ......
25, Typhoid fever (enteric)...
nmj n, uwropana
tonsllltis, and oonsnmp-
that whooping-cough.
im decreased in area of
For the week ending May 17, 1884, ths reports
indicate that Influenza, i
tion increased, and hi
diarrhea, and rheumatis •
prevalence.
At the SUte capital the prevailing winds
log the week ending May 17 were west;
compared with the preceding week, the!
peratnre was lower, the absolute humidity i
the day and the night ozone less, and then
live humidity conalderably leas.
' iding reports by regular observ
namely. Armada, Del
sa.’-sJSM1
May 17.
rafiss;
'• rMM
thr
Saturday, May 31, 1884.
Holland U fast boc<Mnto( one or the
meet progressive cities in the state. It is
new preparing to offer large banns ta man-
ufacturers who will start in that city.
Grand Haven ought to do likewise, but
will she ever?— G. H. Herald.
Man is a hamster. He begins liteat
the cradle; learns to handle the fork; often
has rakish ways and sows wild oats;
threshes his way through the world, and
when he arrives at the sere and yellow
leaf, Time mows him down and bis re
mains are planted on the hill side.
Mr. Wm. Johnson, of Huron, Dak.,
writes that his wife had been troubled
with acuta Bronchitis for many years, and
that all remedies tried gave no permanent
relief, until he procured a bottle of Dr.
King’s Hew Discovery for Consumption,
Coughs and Golds, which has a magical
effect, and produced a permanent cure. It
is guaranteed to cure all Diseases of
Throat, Lungs, or Bronchial Tubes. Trial
Bottles Free at H. Walsh’s Drug Store.
Large Size $1.00.
Rbv. Wm. Stout, Wiarton, Ont., states:
Being ineffectually treated by 17 doctors
for Scrofula, I was cured by Burdock
Blood Bitters. Write for proof.
The new postal notes have been issued
to several offices and will soon be put in
general use. They are printed on a lilac-
colored paper and are smaller than the yel-
low notes now in use. The date is written
in instead ‘of being punched and the
stamps of the issuing and paying office are
to be placed on the back of the note. The
dimes and cents are punched as in the old
note, but the number of dollars is shown
by printed lines on one end, the note be-
ing torn off so that the amount of dollars
is read on the last line.
The following officers were elected last
Tuesday by the Ladies’ Aid Society of
Hope Reformed Church : President, Mrs.
T. W. Jones; vice presidents, Mrs. B.
Van Raalte, Mrs. C. A. Duttan and Mrs.
Van O’Linda; secretary, Miss Gertrude
Alcott; treasurer, Miss Fannie Phelps;
visiting committees, Dlst. No. 1, Mrs. C.
Doesburg, and Mrs. C. Scott; Dist. No. 2,
Mrs. G. J. Kollen and Mrs. Wm. Deming;
Dist. No. 3, Mrs. Wm. Harrington and
MissEmeline Dutton; social committee,
Mrs. C. Doesburg, Mrs. C. Scott, Mrs. G.
J. Kollen, Mrs. Wm. Deming, Mrs. W.
Harrington and Miss Emeline Dutton.
List of letters remaining in the Post
Office at Holland, Mich., May 29, 1884:
A. S. Doolittle, Arthur B. Grover, H. J.
Robbins, Mrs. M. C. Vickur.
Wm. Vehbeek, P. M.
BtioUen’i Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Balt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive-
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
money refunded. Price 26 cents per box.
For sale by H. Walsh.
Soda fountaius running single shirts;
blue birds herding straws; wood-ticks
skirmishing for grub stake; parasols and
straw hats enjoying a boom, and gate
hinges suffering from the weight of juven-
ile gum-sucker<>. Spring? Etberial mild-
ness and no
District.
Cm or Hollimd, I
Clerk's Office, Majl8,1684.f
Notice i« hereby given that the Common donn-
ed of the City of Holland have caused to be made
and deposited with tho city clerk for public ex-
amination, profiles, diagrams and estlmatee fbr the
proposed grading of a part of Cedar street In said
city, to-wfl: from Seventh to Twelfth etreet and a
part of Tenth street in said city. to-wD: from west
line of Chicago and Michigan Lake Shore R'y to
Maple street.
.... That that part of Cedar street lying be-
tween the center of Seventh and the north line of
1st
Twelfth street be graded the whole width thereof,
and that that part of Tenth street lying between
the west Une of the right of way of the Chicago
and Michigan Lake Shore R’y and the center of
Maple street be graded the whole width thereof,
and that the grade of said parts of said streets be
made in accordance with profllci and diagrams of
said grade to be adopted by the Common Connell
2nd. That the expense of making said grade
and all expense connected therewith bo defrayed
by a special assessment according to frontage np-
on the lots and lands lying and abutting upon said“ -icept the intersections of
----------------- jventh streets where they
cross said part of said Cedar street, and the Inter-
sections of Market, Pine and Maple streets, where
they cross said part of Tenth street, and the public
square abutting on said part of Tenth street, the
expense of which is to be defrayed by the City of
Holland and paid out of the generaffund of ‘said
city unless otherwise provided by
Connell
the Common
3rd. That the lots and lands noon which said
.fecial assessment shall I* levied for the grading
and expense of said pnrt of Cedar street shall in-
clude lots 8 and 9 in block 32. lots 8 and 9 in block
35, lots 8 and 9 in block 42, lots 8 and 9 in block 45,
lots 8 and 9 in block 50. lots 16 and 1 in block 49,
lots 16 and 1 in block 46, lots 16 and 1 in block 41,
lots 16 and 1 in block 36, lots 16 and 1 in block 31,
and the intersections of Seventh, Tenth and Kiev
enth streets, where they cross said part of Cedar
Grand Haven.
Thudsdat Bight at 9 o’clock the steam
whistles and church bells at Spring Lake
Angler's Con lete Outfit.
This Is our latest ar. 1 best outfit. It
consists of a fine 11 foot . • uted rod, with
brass tips and ferrules; 1 bob; 1 cork bob
with hook and lint; 6 sinkers; 2 forty fool
sea-grass lines and 1 shorter; 12 assorted
hooks; 3 trout and 2 bass flies; 1 fine bait
box, hinged cover and highly ornamented ;
1 trolling hook and 1 reel holding 40 feet
of line. T hia isa splendid outfit for those
whrf dcbuht in fishing. Price $1, or 3 for
$2.75. Remit by postal note or cur
BENCY.
17-41. J. C. COLBY CO., Chicago, Hi.
gave an alarm of fire, and it was boob seen
that the Cutler & Bavidge Lumber Co.’s
dry kiln was burniog. Although the
Spriog Lake eugines and fire department
were promptly on tho ground, from I
imflamable nature of the building and its
Ler of Publication.
contents, about 160,000 feet of dry lumber,
it was impossible to save the property,
which was totally destroyed, together with
five flat cars that were standing in the
mill yard. The Grand Haven engine as-
sisted in putting out the fire and prevent-
ing ita further spread and rendered val-
uable service. The loss oo the kiln and
PE OP MICHIGAN. County of Ottawa. -
i. In the Circuit Court of the County of
a-Iw Ciiancxbt .
ba A. RUNGERFORD. 1
Complainant. |
SBT F. HUNGERFORD. I
Defendant. J
street, or aucb subdivision}* of said lota and lands
as lay and abutt upon said part of said street, and
that the lots and lands upon which said special as-
sessmeut shall be levied for the grade and expense
of said part of Tenth street shall include lots 9, 10.
II, 12, 13, 14. 15 and 16 in block D, west addition,
lots 8, 7, 6, 5, 4. 3. 2 and 1 in block E. west ad-
dition. lots 10. 11. 12, 13. 14. 15, 16. 17 and 18 in
block 39, lots 9. 8. 7. 6, 5. 4. 3. 2 and 1 in block 47.
lots 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 iu block 40, lots 9, 10, 11, 13, 13,
14, 15 and 10 in block 41. lots 8, 7. 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1,
In block 46. lots 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 in
block 42, lots. 8, 7. 6. 5. 4. 3, 2 and 1 in block 45,
lots 5 and 6 in block 43, and lots 6. 5, 4 and 3 in
block 44, the intersections of Market, Pine and
Maple streets, vl.iv i iey cross said part of Tenth
blicstreet, and Hie two ^ul------------- , _.  squares abutting upon
said parte f said Tenth street, or such subdivis-
ions of said lots and lands as are lying and abut-
ting thereon.
4th. That the said lots, lands and premises be-
fore mentioned and described, lying and abutting
upon said part of said Cedar street, together with
the aaid street intersections crossing said part of
said street, shall be desi^natod and the same are
declared to be a Special Street District for the pur-
poses of special assessment, to defray the expense
and cost of said grade, to be known as Cedar
Street Special Street Assessment District, and
that the said lols, lands and premises, street inter-
sections and public squares before mentioned, set
forth and described, lying and abutting upon said
part of Tenth street, or such subdivision thereof
as are lying and abutting thereon, shall be desig-
nated and the same are declared to be a Special
Street District, for the purpose* of special assess-
ment to defray the expense and cost of said grade,
to be known as Tenth Street Special Street Assess-
ment District.
wit pending in the Circnit Court for the Coantj
ffituwa in chancery, at the City of Grand Haven,
[the twenty-second day of May, A. D. 1884.
t satisfactorily appearing to this court by affi-
’Vit on Ale. that the defendant, Albert F. Hnn-„ ' t T i -- u me, mai me o i o m, ioen r -
lumber w ill amount to about $15,000 on^wrford is not a sesldent of this State, but resides
Which there is about $4,000 insurance. V at Jamestown, Htuttsman County, Dakota, on3 nw motion of G. 3 . Diekema, Complainant's Solicitor,
it ia ordered that the said defendant, Albert F.
St. Nicholas for Judo is aiplfbt out-
of-door number, nearly evefyarticle tak-
ing the reader out ioto the woods and
fields, yet without sacrifice of the variety
of subject and interest which is so distio-
guishing a feature of the magazine.
J. T. Trowbridge’s serial, “The Scarlet
Tanager,” shows how much easier the
here found it to get iote a scrape than Vo
get out of it; “Marvin and his Boy Hunt-
ers,” Maurice Thempsoa’s serial story,
tells of bunting small game ou the Indiana
praires.
A live story for boys is written by W.
W. Fink, and called “Two Boys of Mlg-
gleivillo”; it shows what energy, push,
and perseverance will accomplish under
the most unfavorable circumstances. A
blntful paper for girls is “Margaret’s
‘Favor-Book,’” by Busan Anna Brown,
though its lessons are quite as much
aeeded by the hoys of our generation.
The illustrations are numerous aud
beautiful, especially those for “Queer
Game” and “Historic Boys.” The de-
partments are full and entertaining, “Jack-
in-the-Pulpli” containing a number of
communications instancing cases of re-
markable longevity of domestic animals.
°km**k 1Uml££r£: S#rTl0M for
jpirst Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.
Stiffens, Paster. Services at 9:30 a. m.,
, and 2 p.m. Sunday School 3:89. Weekly
prayer meeting with the Third Re-
formed Church, on Thursday, at 7:30.
Subjects: Morning, “Pentecost,” After-
noon, Communion.
Hope Reformed Church-Services at
10:88 a. m., and 7 :W p. m. In the morn-
lag SacrnmeoUl service with nddrets. In
the evening Rev. E. N. Sebring of Middle-
burg, N. Y. will preach. Congregational
singing led by the choir. Opening an-
thems. All are welcome.
Third Reformed Church-Rev. D.
Brook, Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. m., and
9 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Morning, a Communion sermon, and re-
ception nf new members. Afternoon,
“The duty of a Christian conversation.”
Firtt Church, Rev. E. Boo, Paator.—
Services at 9:39 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun-
day school at 8:45. Subjects: Afternoon,
“The outpouring ef tho Holy Ghoot a
fulfilling of the prophecy and a prophecy
Hungerford cause his appearance to be entered
horeln, within four months from the date of this
order, and In case of his appearance that he esnse
his answer to the complainant's bill of complaint
to be filed, and a copy thereof to be served on
said complainant’s solicitor within twenty days
after service on him of a copy of said bfll and
notice of this order; aid that In default thereof,
raid bill be tiken as confessed by the said non-
resident defendant.
And it is further ordered that within twenty
days after the date hereof, the said complainant
‘ ‘ bushed incause a notice of this order to be pn ------
the Holland Crrr Niws, a newspaper printed,
published and circulating in said County, and that
such publication be continued therein at lout
once In each week for six weeks in succession, or
that sht cause a copy of thi# order lobe personally
served on said non-resident defendant, at least
twenty days before the sbove time prescribed for
his appearance.
Dated at Holland, Ottawa Crnnty, this twenty-
second day of May, in the year A . D. 1884.
ABEND VIS8CHER.
Circnit Court Commissioner, Ottawa county, Mich.
Q. J. PngBMA, Complainant's Solicitor. 17-71
Dissolution Notice.
The pp-partnerehlp heretofore existing between
Peter Prfns and Cornelia De Jong, nnder the firm
name of P. Prlns A Co., is this day dissolved by
mutual consent. All accounts both in favor of and
against the late firm, will be settled by the new
firm, Prlns A Geerlings.
PETER PRIN8.
CORN ELIS DE JONG.
Holland, Mich., May 21, 1884. 17*4w .
SUMMER HAS COME!
— and —
C. STEKETEE & BOS
Holland Christian Raf. Church— Ser-
vices it 9 a. m., 1:80 and 7 p. m. Tha
•ervlces will ba canductad by Rav. J. A.
“ BrajD, putor.
ha^b a lull line of
suum DRESS GOODS,
— and —
Straw Hats of all Descriptions !
A large variety of
Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
Also a very large and assorted stock ef
IDHTST GOODS
Which we Intend to keep as complete as pos
Bible embracing all the the latest and beat made
fabnes.
We have in stock constantly
FRESH GROCERIES
and a superior stock of Canned Goods.
PLUG TOBACCO!
We are agents for the Celebrated “Dnck” Brand
of Plug Tobacco. Every customer buying this to-
bacco has a chance of drawing an alarm clock.
DECOHATED AND FLAW FLOWER POTS.
INFARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN
EXCHANGE.
C. BTBKBTfiB ft B08.
Holland. May 81, 1884. 36- lr
The Great Events of History in One Volume.
PAMOU.JJEOIMVJ BATTLES
Of tho World. By OAPT. KING, U. 8. A.
HISTORY FROM THE RATTLE FIELD.
Shows how naUons have been made or destroyed
single contest! A Grand Boo^fbr OM or Young-
and
That said Improvements were determined upon
bv the Common Council at tbeir meeting of May
13th, 1834, at which meeting it was
Rttoittd, That on Tuesday, the 3d day of June,
1884, the Common Council will meet at their
rooms toconsider any objections to said estimates,
plans and profiles that may be made.
By order of the Common Council.
GEO. H. SIPP, Clerk.
J- W- BOS MAN,
Merchant Tailor,
aod dealer iu
Ready-Made Clothing,
GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,
NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.
A large and very fine line of
SUITINGS
CUSTOM fC? th "V?1"5 * 8<>0d
GIVE ME A CALL.
Our large stock of READY-MADE CLOTHING
will be sold at bottom prices.
Examine our Goods before purchas-
ing elsewhere.
J. W. BOSMAN,
Holland, Mich., April 23. 1884. 12-ly
Otto Breyman
•Dealer in-
Jewelry, Watches,
DIAMONDS,
SilTtmn, Flittinn. ui Fancy hoh
Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-
sonable Prices.
. The largest assortment of
D I A O XT D RINGS
ever displayed in this City.
I also keep on hand a large assortment of
SPECTACLES
-••and a—
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
All the foods are warranted
to be just as represented.
I am prepared to do repairing and engraving
promptly and In the best manner.
for description and term*. ----
J. C. McCcBDTftOo., Philadelphia.
Come nod examine oar itock. N
trouble to show Good*.
O. BREYMAN.
Hollaed. Mich., May 12. 1884. 48-1?
hae just received a large atock ef the latest
styles ef Ladies’ aud Gentlemen's
BOOTS A SHOES
among which arc the celebrated
GROYER HAND SEWED
SHOES.
(Successor to L. T. Kan tors,)
DEALER IN
Confectionery,
Stationery,
Blank Books.
OiaAK/S,
And Foreign and Donsootie Fruits.
Repairing neatly and promptly
done.
CALL AUD SEE US*
NO. 40, EIGHTH STREET.
E.HEROLDj
Holland, Mich., March 13, 1884.
NEURALGIA,
Rheumatism "and all otherPalnM Hsrvoai
AfllCtiffil, Acute or Chronic
Lumbago, Sciatica and
lacteal fierv°u8 Headache.
wtd wt ww^,*ie’r coniP'ctc perfect cure accom.
nXiaViXlA piuhedinafewhours.witha degree
of certainty that challenges dispute. For sale by
all druggists. Price tl. A*k for circular.
JAMES E. DAVIS & CO., Agents, Detroit.
2-ly
ANDERSON’S CAMPING GROUND.
A considerable number of lofp of Miffldent sixe
fora summer residence, and beautifully located on
tne south side of and frontlne on Macatawa Day,
immediately ea*t of Scott's Hotel, being one hall
a mile from Lake Michigan, are offered for sale to
the public at terms within the reach of all who de-
sire a healthy aud pleasant summer resort . Those
applying first will have ihe largest number to se-
lect from. For further particnlara apply by mail
AltEND VIS3CHER,or in per-on to
12-4t Holland, Mich.
AYER’S PILLS.
A large proportion of the diseases which
cause human suffering result from derange-
ment of the stomach, bowels, and liver.
AYER’S Catuahtic Pills act directly upon
these organs, and are especially designed to
cure the diseases caused by tbeir derange-
ment, including Constipation, Indiges-
tion, Dyspepsia, Headache, Dysentery,
and a host of other ailments, for all of
which they are a safe, sure, prompt, and
pleasanj remedy. The extensive use of these
Pills by eminent physicians in regular prac-
tic^ehows unmistakably the estimation iu
which they are held by the medical profes-
sion.
These Pills are compounded of vegetable
substances only, aud are absolutely free from
calomel ot any other injurious ingredient.
A Sufferer from Headache writes :
“ Ayer’s Pills are invaluable to me, and
are my constant companion. I have been
a severe sufferer from Headache, and your
Pills are the only thing I could look to
for relief. One dose will quickly move my
bowels and free my head from pi'ain. They
are the most effective and the easiest physio
I have ever found. It is a pleasure to me to
speak in their praise, and I always do
when occasion offers.
W. L. Page, of W. L. Page ft Bro.”
Franklin St., Richmond, Va., June 3, 1882.
“I have used Ayer’s Pills in number-
less instances as recommended by you, and
have never known them to fail to accomplish
the desired result. We constantly keep them
on hand at our home, and prise them as a
pleasant, safe, and reliable family medicine.
FOR DYSPEPSIA they are invaluable.
J. T. Hayes.”
Mexia, Texas, June 17, 1882.
The Rkv. Francis B. Harlowe, writing
from Atlanta. Go., says: “For some years
past I have been subject to constipation,
from which, in spite of the use of medi-
clues of various kinds, I suffered increasing
inconvenience, until some months ago 1
_ taking Ater’s Pills. They *£11 _
entirely corrected the costive habit, and
have vastly Improved ray general health.’*
began
ire
Ayer's Cathartic Pills correct irregu-
larities of the bowels, stimulate the appe-
tite and digestion, and by their prompt and
thorough action give tone aud vigor to the
whole physical economy.
Our handsome Ice Oream Parlors are being re-
fitted and will be, when completed, the most mag-
nificent of any in the city.
Cool and refreshing Soda Water drawn from tho
finest equipped fountain In the city can be ob
talncd at my store.
GIVE MB A. OAXiLi.
A’. F. 8 LOOTER,
Holland. Mich., May 15. 18W. 151m
ATTENTION
Farmers and
Woodsmen.
We will buy all Ihe Slave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver tho year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracts or farther in-
formation apply lo Fixter’s Slave Factory.
ED. VER SCHURE, Supt.
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.
Genuine Cyclone
is suing ou in the stock of
Dry Goods & Groceries,
at the store of
I. WYNHOFF.
Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Etc,, in endless variety.
A full and complete line of
CROCKERY
always on hand.
I have the agency in this city
for the celebrated
Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great im«
provement on all other lamps
b<
oth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Goods delivered free of charge.
B. WYNHOFF.
Holland. June 14, 1888.
prepared bv
Dr. J.C. Ayer &Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists.
YOUNG,
OLD, AND
MIDDLE*
AGED.
All experience the wonderful
beneficial effects of
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Children with Sore Eyes, Sore
icrofulifts or lyph-
bealtby aud strong
_____ 1 Ears, or any scrofuhfts j h
llitic taint, may be made .....
PX&i
H*‘- Tn*a" »n‘1 8* ‘rial 6wle i
tMOnSln*
swim™
Inune Parsons Restored
. . _Jpr.KLnfE'S GREAT
VDS.
mm
by Its use.
Sold by all Druggists ; 91, six bottles for 15.
LIVEIte
Soooro Eoftlthy
to the Liver
relieve aDbil-
on* troubles.
fwslj •frtikli; VoMitag. WoeRo. AUOnflUtt.
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors. SaH Rhsutii, Scrofula A
MMIDPIflMm.
FOOTER, munnur * 00, Froprletore. Buffalo, Mew York.
1884. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1884=
Millinery and Fancy Goods.
BONNETS, HATS, FLOWERS.
FEATHERS, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, BILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,
HA!rt)KERCHlEF8, HOSIERY, GLOVES.
Jersey Jackets, Gossamer Water Proofs, Hoop Skirts, Bustles. Cor-
sets, and Hair Goods.
Infant Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty. Worstedf Card
board and oanuas.
BIO
LAS. VAN DEN
•mm
1 r
« STREET.
A
'f!
l
_ : _
\Th» flsit cr«p diminishes no more.
Farmers arc be,. .* n: t** cuHirate
corn.
Toe song of u 'ul iisbertnen:
“Whore, oh, where, aie «urnela gone to?”
The FennfUle aQd the Sauga-
tack Cbrnmerdol are qu M reling over a dol-
lar’s worth of job prion n,;.
Ami who have lost fish nets the past
week art reminded that our marshal will
help them find them. It's a duty you
know.
JuDaiMO from the now sign our devil
has posted in our office be has a poor
noinion of us. The said sign reads:
“Loafers will please find a better place.”
Thu r'-ivy of last Wednesday
night tsul »'• rv li'tv iliuitHue we arc happy
testate. m u rule, look excellent,
and fruits of every kiud are in splendid
condition.
Last Monday a son of Mr. L. Kuite,’
who is in the employ of Messrs. G. Van
Futten & Sods, was kicked in the leg by
a horse. The wound received by the lad
is quite severe and will “lay him up” for
three or four weeks.
Mart a man who aim* to tell tha truth
fires to low.
Thb prospect for a large crop of straw-
berries in this vicinity is very good.
Tub farmers can pay one-fourth of
their road tax by planting trees along the
highways.
Mrssks. Hubert Hunt and Hermanus^
Vaupcll visited Indianapolis this week and
“took in'* the Greenback National Con-
vention.
Don't forget the fishermen's meeting
next Wednesday evening.
Johnny Duursbma, of Fremont, called
on his many friends in this city this week.
Supervisor Dirkkma has been
pointed enumerator for the township
Holland.
4
>•
j Fresh l Salt Meat
The Grand Hapids quartstte, as is their
usual custom, arrived in this city on the
morning of Decoration Day and spent the
day in fishing. *
It begins to look as though we are to
have a Fourth of July celebration at this
place this year. The “city fathers” have
the matter in hand. Good.
As will be seen by a notice published in^
another column the firm of P. Prins
Co., have been dissolved. The business
will be carried on hereafter by Prins &
Geerllogs.
The number of school children in th
ity is 1,046, and the primary school in
eat fund aid library money to which 14
are entitled is 91,438.02.
Pathmasters are now required by law
to plant at least fifty trees 60 feet apart
along the highways in their districts each
yoar until each road ia provided for.
You never really know what a natural,
easy, graceful, extemporaneous liar your
frieud is until he comes to you with a tale
of how many fish be caught yesterday.
BKifliF,
IMTJTTOIfcT,
BOE/K. and
XjAB/ID.
always on hand-
' Fish, Poultry and Game
in their seaaun.
10 1
*4
th
The Strawberry and Ice Cream Festival
that was to be given for the benefit of our
Public Schools to-night,, has been post-
poned until next week on account of the
cold wave that has struck this locality.
Due announcement will be given when it
will take place.
Word has been received from congress-
man Houseman that he has presented the
resolutions adopted at a meeting of busi-
ness men of this city, which was held
some few weeks ago, to congress, and that
they will undoubtedly be referred to the
proper committee. The resolutions are
those which set forth our claims for the lo-
cation of the Soldiers’ Heme for Michigan.
The illegal fishermen, Jansen, received
as the price of their labor on the last two
barrels of fish shipped from this city $1.10,
or 56 cents for each barrel of fish. Do
the people want the fish in the Bay de-
stroyed at this price per barrel? We
think not, and what is more we should
say that they will not allow the wholesale
destruction of fish for any suck meagre
returns.
Wednesday evening next there will be
meeting of the Macatawa Fishermen’s
ssociation at the rooms of Eagle Fire
ngine Co., No. 1. Ali the members are
requested to be present, as matters of im
portance are to be discussed. Let all at-
tend.
Last Wednesday evening the Harry
Webber Comedy Company played “Nip
and Tuck” to a good house in Lyceum
hall, The play is full of comical situa
tions and adventures and kept the au-
dience in a roar of laughter during the en-
tire entertainment. The play gave good
satisfaction to all who heard it.
Capt. F. R. Brower left this city last
"hursday afternoon for Cheboygan, Mich.,
Tom which place he will take thelrteamer
Waubun to the head of Lake Superior.
Henry M. Ferry who fitted out the steam-
er for her summer’s work will accom-
pany her as engineer. The Waubun
will run in connection with the S. B.
Barker on Chequamegon Bay this season.
hn tin Fiuit Dried Beef in Uiii Met
baby carriages,
BAH/LOB;
* SUITES,
- LOUNGES, -
Moat dolftvorod to amp part of tho
Gitylfroo of change.
and a general line of furaituro, just rt
ceived at the
GIVE ME A CALL!
L. C. SEARS,
Holland, Apr. 8, *84.
Cheap Cash Store
The drug store of Dr. R. B. Best, lu the
first ward is rapidly gaining the patronage
of the people in that part of our city. The
store is fitted up in a nice manner, and is
presided over by Mr. Anderson, a compe
tent prescription clerk. The doctor has
added a fine line of cigars to his stock,
among which is the celebrated “Hand-
made” cigar. Call and see him.
Ed. J. Harrington sold sixteen horses
this week to a Boston buyer and left on
Tuesday evening for the West, for the
purpose of buying a carload of horses. Ed.
is buying and selling horses constant y,
with an occasional sale like the one of
this week. Any who have horses to sell
Superyuob Schaddelek fives us tA wf.1 do wel1 1# Tf" "* "Xhls barn on the corner of Seventh and
following from his roil and memorandum
taken while assessing the property of this
city: The whole number of dogs in this
city is 86— which is about 86 too many.
The number of births 80. The number of
deaths 37. The value of Real Estate as
assessed is $547yQQ(L''The amount of Per-
sonal Property is f309,000. The total
valuation of taxable property in city
9856,000. ;
Market streets.
The Macatawa left this port for Ferrys-
burg-last Monday to be repaired. On her
return trip she will bring a cargo of lum-
ber for the use of the Park Association at
Macatawa Park. It is the intention of the
Association to build a sidewalk from the
hotel through the camp ground to the
bath houses on the beach, alio along the
beach for a •considerable distance. This
will be an improvement that will add
much to the comfort of guests stopping
there.
Assistant U. 8. Engineer, J. A.
Mitchell, completed a survey of our har-
bor yesterday. Harbor Inspector C. K.
Coates informs us that the soundings taken
are very flattering iideed for our harbor.
The depth of water ou the outer bar at the
end of the piers is 14 teet wkile at the
most shallow place in the channel between
the piers there is fully eight feet of water.
Mr. Coates alto told us that next week he
will commence work on the north pier at
the extreme end. He will build up the
efib and restore it to its proper position
after which the south pier is to be wholly
rebuilt if the appropriation is sufficient
With the blooming of the first rosea of
summer we agaia take occasion to ask
that our delinquent subscribers "pay up.”
Don’t pass by this little reminder heedless-
ly for you are depriving us of the means
of bringing sunshine and happiness to
your homes each week, through the medi-
um of the News, by neglecting to give us
our honest dues. Pay then part of your
account if you cannot pay the whole.
We need what you owe us.
Next Wednesday the General Synod of
the Reformed Church will meet iu annual
session at Grand Rapids. Over two hun-
dred delegates have been appointed. The
sessions will continue at least one week.
Delegates are already arriving. Different
ones are occupying the pulpit of Hope
Church from Sunday to Sunday. Next
week Saturday it is expected the Synod
will visit our city in a body. A free ex-
cursion and reception is to be tendered
them.
Meyer, Brower & Go.
Holland, Mich., March 26, 1884. 8-2m
H. WYKHUYSEN
lealcr In-
The judicial farce in the Superior Court
of Grand Rapids have again acquited Me-
Phillips of the murder of Gerrit Timmor.
Murder seams to be no crime in the met-
ropolitan city of Western Michigan and
criminals of the most base description
seem to be sent from their courts of Jus-
tice with certificates of good character,
la it any wonder that after a trial of this
kind, where the money of the people ia
spent In a farcical attempt to mete out
justice, that riots and bloodshed sometimes
are the result. Timmer because he was a
“poor dulchmau” is considered of no ac-
count by Grand Rapids juries. A pretty
community for honest men to dwell in.
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,
Silverware, Platedware,
Jewelry and Cloc|(s.
. ..... .. XV. s*
I also keep on band a full Hue of
Spectacles!
My stock of
silverware:
is unsurpassed ia this city.
Pursuant to a call issued by a number
of leading fruit-growers at South Haven,
Mich., a considerable number of repre-
sentative men interested in fruit culture,
along our Western shore, assembled at
Grand Haven on Tuesday and Wednes*
day of this week. At the evening session
on Tuesday, after the meeting was called
to order and opened by prayer, an address
of welcome was delivered by the Hon. J.
B. Perbam, of Spring Lake, to which Mr.
A. S. Dykman, of South Haven, and some
others responded in appropriate terms,
after which a very able and interesting
paper was read by Rev. A. 8. Kedzie, of
the Grand Haven Herald, on the subject of
transportation and marketing of fruits.
Many original aud valuable ideas were
here presented and one plan of operation
was pointed out for future consider-
ation. Committees to draft a constitution
for a permanent organization and to take
the names of the delegates present were
then appointed. The total number of
delegates present, beside numeroua viai-
tors was thirty-one, among whom wereDuring tke past week the Fishermen’
Association, through their representatives, \Mr* Fred- L. Souter and Arend Viascher,
have boon making raids on the unlawful
fish nets sat in Macatawa Bay. On Sat-
urday morning last a party of gentlemen
set out with the steamer Macatawa and
made a complete tour of the bay and ob-
tained. six nets. On Wednesday of this
ween another raid was made and three
nets were obtained. The last hanl w
made Thursday night, when the pot
one net containing a number of fish w
brought to the surface hy means of ad
It is evident from these facts that there
ia a determination on the part if our citi-
zens, as there shenld be, to step this whole-
sale destruction of eur fish. The associa-
tion are acting en »tbe advice of eminent
legal gentlemen, and that these fish pi-
rates are vielatlng the law is certain. The
> moat astonishing feature In this whole
matter is that these law breaker! should
find a sympathizer in a state senater
whose dignity and good sense should lead
him to labor for the good of the greatest
number and not for tho rapport of theae
who are robbing this community of one
ef her franchises. We hepe that the
"errors of his ways” may be corrected be
fore he again
of toilpeople
suffrages of the
h s senatorial district.
irman of our local association of this
ace. At the morning session ef Wed-
ay a permanent association was ef-
ted, to bo incorporated under toe laws
f our atate, to include as its territory the
er of counties bordering on the east shore
f Lake Michigan, and the counties im-
mediately adjacent thereto en the east,
and to be known as the West Michigan
Pemolegical Association. As its president
was elected Walter Phillips, ef Grand Ha-
ven; as a member ef its executive com-
mittee was elected Fred. L. Souter, ef this
place. The committee to draft by-laws
and make further regulsUens as to time
and place of next meeting, consisting of
G. B. La Fleur, ef Allegan, Rev. A. S.
Kedzie, ef Grand Haven, and A. Visscher,
of Heliand, will meet in this city in the
coarse of one or two weeks, and ns we
expra^lunderstand it is the pressed preference
to hold the next regular meeting ef this
association in this city, on account of oar
central position and convenient railroad
connections. We treat our fruit-grower*
end citizens generally will extend te
them a ready invitation and give them
cordial welcome.
‘Then woke to annshine and the festal atlr.
Of a buiy city making heliday,
To strew with flowers the lonely yard^here lie
The conquering Bine, the sad, iRrfatcd Gray.”
It is ne picture ef fancy to say that yea-
terday morning, Memorial Day dawned
with a weird aud significant appearance.
The sky was friscoed with an occasional
meviog cloud. Here aid there the blue
of the heavens could be seen far back be-
hind these clouds, the entire horizon was
solemnly draped and thickly veiled with
a smoky mist. The western breeze though
light, was damp and cold. The birds
faintly moaned their songs. All nature
seemed a symbol of the deep emotion that
was apparent in the voice and features of
our citizens. The flower gardens, as well as
the fields, though but a day before were
decked with beauty and were rich with
fragrance had been shorn of their bios
soms and robbed of their sweetness. The
committee on decoration of soldiers
graves had procured ail for their hallowed
purpose, aud had wove them into various
designs to be strewn on the graves of tho
noble dead. Near the appointed hour,
12:30 p. m., a procession of people with
respectful hearts, formed at the corner of
River and Eighth streets, with Dr. Gee’s
music class at the bead, and the line of
march was taken up. Down Eighth
street in time with a beautiful dead march,
by the hand, moved this procession, and
onward to the cemetery, near which ap-
propriate exercises were to be held. Never
was anything more sublime witnessed in
this city. Men, women and children,
young and old, followed in respectful si
lenco with their grateful hearts ready and
waiting to do homage to the memory of
those who had fought and who had given
their lives in defense of the Union— whose
privileges we now enjoy. Stout hearts
were moved by the scene and the memor
ies of earlier days were vividly brought to
view. The mind’s eye lookea upon the
faces of those who bad started from the
place of their birth in their early man
heed to battle in a just cause, and whose
return had been waited for in vain. Their
memory was not now alone being revered
hy them, but by a aation of generous peo
pie. The exercises at the grove were ap-
propriate and Impressive. The program
as published in our last issue waa faith
fully carried out. The addraraea by Rev.
Chaa. Scott, D. D., and Gapt. A. B. Morse
were able and eloquent productions. Tho
music was very beautiful and appropriate.
The decoration committee discharged
their dnty with precision and in good or-
der. The flowers and designs were very
heantifal, and toe committee are to he
complimented on the manaer in which
the work was performed. In our next Is-
sue we hope te he able to give at least ex
the addreesee of the speakers Jf
publish them in fall
Particular attention ia called to the fact
that all my goods are first-class and are
sold at low prices.
bo la aad ooo my Stock. Watohos
&*d Olooko repaired oa
short aodee.
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CHURCH.
H. WTKHUTS1N.
Holland, Mich., Oct. S4, 188*.I, 8*. _ 1*4-1
W. VORST,
The North Hirer Street
ia etill alive, and is resdy to make jon • good
COAT, PANTS, OR VEST,
or te doen and renovate yonr old and soiled
garmonts.
Repairing done Neatly!
and at reasonable price*. Come aid convince
yeareelf.
Holland, Mich., Feb. *8, 1884. 4tf
Uow is the chance
for Fanners.
Our popular wagon manufacturer
SPRING
HAS OOIABI
— and —
J. Fliemai
Mi
G. VAN PUTTEM SONS B
Offer* hi* anpertor aide wagon* Joat a* cheap a*
anybody aell them in Zeeland, and claim* that
they are e
have received a large Spring stock of
ns: of
etter wagon in everyway,
?aad will Both# wmdonold by Rayoao.
goods, consisting
Dress Goods.
Gotten*
TieUnn.
Print* and
Ginghams*
Hosiery.
Corsets.
Hamburg Edgings.
Call and Examine.
Aim keeee on hand a Hoe of
LADIES' m flEm' HAMEBCM
SIX. IE AIM’D COTTON-! Open and Top Buggies,
GENTS’ NECKWEAR!
A fall Meek of
O-R/OCEIRIIEIS
ihrtvs en kand.
a tract* of
i not to i
O. VAN PUTTKN <fc SONS.
Hollaid, Mich., March 27. 1084.
SQUARE AID SWELL BOUT CUTTERS.
aortmeat of Baplea for
are on the way coming.
And a nice
and
*»
AT PEACE.
97 JAMES BEBBT BKMSEL.
And I paid, “She la dead; I could not brookt
Aja n on that marvelous face to look.’
Bnt they took my hand and they led me in,
And left me done with my nearest kin.
Onoe again along in that silent place,
My beautiful dead and I, face to face.
And I could not ppnak, and I oould not stir, . ,
But I stood and with love I looked on her.
With love, and with rapture, and strange sur-
prise
1 looked on the lips and the close-shut eyes;
On the perfect rest and the calm content,
And the happiness there in her features blent;
And the thin white hands that bad wrought so
much,
Kow nerveless kisses or fevered touch.
My beautiful dead who had known the strife,
The pain and the sorrow, that wo call Life.
Who had never faltered beneath her cross,
Nor murmured when loss followed swilt on
loss;
And the smile that sweetened her lips away
Lay light on her blessed imm h that day.
I smoothed from her hair a silver thread,
And I wei t, bnt i oould not think her dead.
Itelt jrith a wonder too deep for speech,
Bhe could tell what only the angels teach.
And over her month I leaned my car,
Lest there might be something I should not
hear.
Then out from the pilonoe between ns stole .
A message that reached to my inmost sonl:
**Why weep yon to-day who have wept before
That the road was rough I most jonrncy o'er?
Why mourn that my lips can answer not
When angnish and sorrow are both forgot?
Behold, all my lite I have longed for rest—
Yea, e'en when I neld yon on my breast
And, now that I lie in a breathless sleep,
Instead of rejoicing, yon sigh and weep.
My dearest, I know that yon would not break,
If /on coaid, my slumber, and have me wake;
For, though life was tall of things that bless,
I have never till now known happiness.”
Then^lrled my tears, and with lifted head
I lefMiy niother, the beautiful dead,
The Bheath of Life,
Man comes into the world with a cry,
not of joy or of pain or of fear, but a
vocal sound announcing that a being
has taken the first breath of life, and
that a new independent existence is
begun.
This cry attends the beginning of a
wonderful group and series of phenom-
ena. A cold-blooded animal, virtually,
with a mixture of venous and arterial
blood circulating through a great part
of the body, becomes, with the first
breath, a warm-blooded animal; the
single heart becomes a doable heart,
one side sending blood to the Inngs,
and the other side to the system at
large; all the so-called vital processes
take on an immensely increased activity ;
there begins at that moment vigorous
muscular movement; the special senses,
especially sight and hearing, are rapid-
ly developed ; the new being can digest,
feel, smell, and taste; and, finally, intel-
ligence begins to dawn. All these mar-
vellous changes begin with the first
act by which air is taken into the lungs.
Nearly every important function in
the body is dependent, directly or in-
directly, upon what is called respira-
tion. Without a circulation of the
blood, there can be no digestion, no ab-
sorption or secret ion, or nutrition.
Without respiration there can be no
circulation of the blood; and without
circulation, there can be no respiration
It is an error to suppose that the
mere existance of air into the lungs
constitutes respiration. A man may
suffocate although his lungs be abun-
dantly supplied with fresh air. Per-
sons with extensive valvular disease of
of the heArt which impedes tfth circula-
tion suffer terribly from want of air,
even though the action of the lungs be
perfect In order to respire, the air
must first be inhaled; and the blood
passing* through the lungs takes up the
oxygen and carries it to every part of
the body.
Circulating in the innumerable and
minute capillary blood-vessels, some of
which are not more than one-six-thons-
andth of an inch in diameter, the oxy-
gen is taken up .and used by every
highly organized tissue and organ of
the body.
This appropriation of oxygen by the
tissues really constitutes respiration,
and the taking of oxygen into the lungs
and its absorption of the circulating
blood are simply the means of convey-
ing oxygen to the party ; bnt this de-
mand on the part of the tissues for
oxygen is so imperative, that life con-
tinues for but a few minutes after the
supply of oxygen is abolished.
It is strange that so little was known
of the processes of respiration, that up
to the time of Lavoisier (about- the year
1776) physiologists had really no def-
inite idea of the mechanism of this
function ; and it is stranger still that
the . first statement pointing to the
idea that the air taken into the
lungs did anything more than cool the
blood, was made, not by a physiologist,
but by the great painter Leonardo da
Vinci, in the latter part of the fifteenth
centwav. •
The year 1776, when the United
States became a nation, was a moment-
ous year in discoveribs bearing upon
the function of respiration. In this
year, the celebrated Dr. Priestley dis-
covered , oxygen. At about the same
time, Lavoisier, the father of modern
chemistry, noted the consumption of
oxygen in respiration, and the discharge
of carbonic acid by the lungs. From
177G, the year of the discovery of oxy-
gen, dates our first knowledge of the
composition and uses of the air we
breathe.
When we investigate the wonders in
oursolvea, we are at once struck with
the dependence upoil one another of
the important functions of the body;
and we see* as was shown by Boyle, the
founder of the Royal stfcfoty of Lon-
idon, in 1670, that air is necessary to the
iifeof^U, iuiimahu thpso ani-
mals that live undff water require air,
•wliioh t^gy obtam ^ ui the watej- hold-
ing fir fn solution. It must be' inter-
esting, therefore, and it is certainly
useful to study the processes by wh ch
every part of every living being is sup-
lied with oxygen.
he iiir we breathe is composed of a
';al mixture of oxygen and
nitrogen, in the proportion of one part
of the former to about four parts of the
latter. Oxygen ia the only agent con-
cerned in respiration, the nitrogen
serving to dilate the respirable gas. A
man takes a fresh supply of air into the
longs, or breathes about eighteen times
per , minute. The lungs contain usually
about 200 cubuT inchea of air, but only
about twenty cubio inches are charged
with each respiratory act.
These acts of respiration, as I have
said before, are absolutely essential to
life, They begin with the beginning of
our independent existence, and they
continue uninterruptedly to the end of
life. Sleeping or waking, sensible or
insensible, the acts of respiration go on.
The conditions of our existence require
that we shoud be able to modify the
respiratory acts, as in speaking, singing,
blowing, etc.; but, although we can
hold the breath for a time, we cannot
arrest the breathing permanently, by
a voluntary effort, any more than we
can forget to breath.
There is a most wonderful and effi-
cient provision in the nervous system
by which the acts of respiration are
maintained in their normal frequency.
Just beneath the brain, and at the very
beginning of the spinal cord, in what is
called the medulla oblongata, is a little
mass of nerve-cells which preside over
the respiratory movements. When
these cells are injured, respiration in-
stantly ceases.
This is the spot wounded by the skill-
ful bull-fighters in the sport that is so
popular in Spanish countries. The in-
furiated bull, with eyes closed and head
low, rushes madly at his tormentor.
When it is time to end the cruel play,
the toreador, stepping to one side,
plunges his sword into the back of the
neck and divides the medulla oblon-
gata. The animal instantly stops
breathing; and this is the most sudden
and painless mode of death.
Thanks to recent experiment, the
mechanism of the influence of the me-
dulla oblongata over respiration is now
pretty well understood. This part of
the nervous system, like other parts, is
supplied with arterial blood, which con-
tains oxygen. Whenever the the oxy-
gen in the blood circulating through
the medulla oblongata becomes in the
slightest degree diminished in quantity,
an involuntary impuls is sent to the
muscles which dilate the chest, and
fresh air is taken into the lungs. When
the oxygen thus ‘taken in begins to be
consumed, another impulse is sent out,
and another inspiration tikes place.
These impulses occur about eight
times per minute, or ns often as
we respire, and they keep the body sup-
plied with the proper quantity of oxy-
gen. They are entirely unconscious
and involuntary; and this is the reason
why our ordinary acts of respiration
are involuntary and continue even when
we are unconscious.
Let us suppose, however that there
is a deficiency of fresh air, and that we
are in danger of suffocation! The un-
conscious impression normally made
upon the medulla oblongata becomes
exaggerated ‘and is conveyed to the
brain, where it is recognized as a sense
of suffocation. Wo then feel most
acutely the sense of want of air and
make violent voluntary efforts to
breathe. If these bo unsuccessful, we
soon become insensible and die of as-
phyxia. '
The gentle movements by which the
air is insensibly changed into the lungs
are accomplished by the action of mus-
cles which raise the oblique ribs and
increase the width and depth of the
chest, and a . descent of the diaphragm,
which increases its vertical diameter.
The diaphragm is a muscle lying be-
tween the chest and the abdomen ; and,
as it contracts, it draws the elastic
lungs downward. With each of these
acts, which are called movements of in-
spiration, about twenty cubic inches of
fresh air are drawn into the lungs. Bnt
the oxygen passes into the blood
through the thin coat of the capillary
blood-vessels in the air-cells situated in
the deepest parts of the lungs; and, if
the Inngs have a normal capacity of
200 cubic inches and only twenty cubio
inches of fresh air are taken in with
each, respiratory act, how is it that the
fresh air is enabled to get to these air
cells?
This is explained by what is known
os the law of diffusion of gases. If
we open a bottle of ammonia, for ex-
ample, the vapor diffuses in the sur-
rounding air and is recognized by the
sense of smell. Such a process of dif-
fusion takes place very rapidly in the
air in the lungs. The air-cells are con-
stantly receiving from the blood a
heavy, irrespirable gas, carbonic acid ;
and’ the vitiated air is constantly dif-
fusing itself outward, the fresh air
taking its place by diffusion towards
the air-cells. It is in this v ay that
carbonic acid is constantly thrown off
by expiration and oxygen is supplied to
the blood. Bnt a small portion of the
oxygen taken in at each respiratory act
is absorbed in the lungs. If we as-
sume that twenty cubic inches of air
are inspired, this contains one-fifth of
twenty, or four cubic inches of oxygen,
of which one cubic inch only is taken
up by the blood. ' . ’
Expiration, or the expulsion of air
from the lungs, is ' normally a passive
process, and is due to 'the reaction of
the elastic walls of the chest and of
the elaiitio tissue of the Inngs after the
contraction of the muscles which have
dilated the ceases ; but, by volun-
tary effovta, Ve can drai? thb .walls of
the chest downward and press the dia-
phragm upward by contraction of the
abdominal muscles, so as to produce
the ncte of blowing, singing, etc., which
we so often perform.
The mecliabism of respiration after
the air has penetrated to the air-cells
is most roteiesting and curious. The
air-cells are little vesicles measuring
from one two-hundredth to one-ninetieth
of an inch in diameter; and in the
deepest portion of the lungs, the air is
separated from the blood by an exces-
sively thin aud permeable membrane
which -ia the single coat of the capillary
blood-vessels. The blood contains
millions npon millions of minnte red
corpuscles, which 'have a remarkable
affinity for oxygen. These corpuscles
seize upon the oxygen of the air with
wonderful avidity; but they absorb
little or no nitrogen. The' oxygen thus
absorbed instantly forms a union with
the coloring matter of the corpuscles to
every part of the organism.
Every tissue and organ of the body,
for its life's work, needs oxygen. These
parts, then, take up the oxygen carried
to them by the blood-corpuscles and
give off carbonic acid gas. The car->
bouio acid is taken up by the clear
liquid of the blood in which the cor-
puscles, float, is carried back to the
lungs, and is there discharged in the
act of expiration.
When the blood loses its carbonic
acid and takes up oxygen in the lungs,,
it instantly changes from a dark-blue
to a vivid-red color. There is a very
beautiful experiment, which I make
every year as a demonstration to a
medical class, to illustrate this change.
If we take out the lungs from an ani-
mal just killed, we can imitate, by
means of a bellows, the acts of respira-
tion. If we now inject through the
lungs dark, venous blood, it gives off
carbonic acid and takes up oxygen, as
it does during life, and, as it comes from
tho lungs, it has a brilliant rod color.
From what has been stated above, it
is evident that the real and essential
process of respiration and tho actual
function of the breath of life take
place, not in the lungs, not in the
blood, but in the tissues themselves.
When a bit of living muscle is placed
under a bell-glass containing air, it ab-
sorbs oxygen and actually breathes,
without the intervention of lungs or
even of blood. An animal dies, and
dies of suffocation, when the blood-cor-
puscles, which carry oxygen to the
tissues are paralyzed by poisoning with
carbonic oxide gas, when the greatest
part of the blood is drawn from the
body, or when the great blood-vessel
(the aorta) which supplies the body is
tied, in essentially the same way as
when strangled by a rope tied around
the neck.
How remarkable and wonderful has
been the progress of knowledge of our-
selves within a little more than a single
century! We knew nothing of physi-
ology, because we did not know of the
circulation of the blood, until early in
the seventeenth century ; but how lit-
tle did we know, even after Harvey had
taught the circulation, until the year
1776, when Priestly discovered oxygen
and Lavoisier showed that oxygen
really constituted the breath of life.-—
Dr. Austin Hint, Jr, in Youths' Com-
panion.
A Horse Trainer.
Nothing is pleasanter or more enter-
taining than to witness the perform-
ances of trained animals, who seem to
enjoy their exercises after they have be-
come familiar with them, and to take
delight in going through the tricks with
a master whose kindness has secured
their affection. The Sacramento Bee
gives an instance of this :
Lieutenant H - was always a great
horseman — one of those men who could
teach a horse anything, and make a
spirited animal out of the sorriest plug.
He was always up to some trick or
other, in which his trained horse played
a prominent part. When we were on a
scout a favorite trick of his was to ride
at full gallop into a town and drop his
horse in a heap right in the street, and
the intelligent brute would lie there as
though dead. He would go and attend
to his business, and come back to find a
crowd around tbe horse almost ready to
mob him for his cruelty. Flinging a
leg over the animal’s back, he would
come to life, spring up, and be away in
an instant. Many a time in dangeroos
scouts has this ability to drop his horse
in an instant stood him in good stead,
and enabled him to escape capture. A
peculiar thing was that his horses would
never do their tricks for anyone else.
Officers used to take a fancy for some of
his trained animals and pay a large
price for them, only to find that they
were very ordinary and stupid brutes
out of their trainer’s hands.
The Pygmies.
Dr. Emin Bey gives in a recent num-
ber of Petermann’s Mittheliungon”
some later notices of the Akkas, the
pygmy race discovered in Africa, and
first described by Schweinfurth. They
are a hunting people, divided up into
numerous tribes that do not mingle
with one another. They have po fixed
abodes, bnt wander around in the coun-
tries of the Monbntte and the Amadl
When a small society of . them sojourns
temporarily around the settlement of
some chief, they build little huts for tbe
married ones, while the unmarried
satia'y themselves with mere shelters
from the sun. Usually they live in the
groves that line the streams, which af-
ford them game and good hiding-places.
Tire chiefs provide them with grain and
roots, and take their pay in the pro-
ceeds of the hnnt The Akkas are
vengeful aud dangerous when offended,
and are skilled in the use of the bow
and arrow. Emin Bey's measurements
gave heights of between four and four
and a half feet for full-grown Akkas.
The polor of their skin varies frpm a
clear yellow to a glistening red. The
whole l>ody is covered with a thick,
stiff, filthy growth of hair. A disposi-
tion of the skin to wrinkle, peculiarly
observable in the eyelids, makes them
look much older than they are.
A STRIKING INCIDENT. 1
The Bemoval of the Ftfurehead from th«
Const! to tion amLJts Restoration.
The destruction o? the old Navy De-
partment recalls many interesting
scenes which transpired there, none,
perhaps, more remarkable than one
when Mahlone Dickerson was Secretary
of the navy under John Quincy Adams.
While looking over some papers one
morning a card was handed him bear-
ing the name of Captain Dewey, and on
it, written in pencil: “Mr. Van
Bnren will thank the Secretary to see
this gentleman.” He accordingly di-
rected the messenger to show him in,
and a short, sailor-looking man enter-
ed, carrying a bundle in a bandana
handkerchief. Bowing courteously, he
said:
“Have I the honor of addressing the
Secretary of the Navy?”
“You have,” replied Mr. Dickerson,
“and as I am very busy, I will thank
you to be brief.”
“Mr. Dickerson," said the Captain,
“I am the man who removed the figure-
head from the Constitution, and I have
brought it here to restore it.”
Secretary Dickerson threw himself
back in his chair and looked with aston-
ishment at the man who had cast such
an indignity on tho administration by
sawing off the head of the President
from the figurehead of the Constitu-
tion
“Well, sir,” said he in an angry tone,
“you are the man who had the audacity
to disfigure Old Ironsides.”
“Yes, sir,” I took tho responsibility. ”
“Well, sir, I will have you arrested
immediately,” and the Secretary reached
toward his bell to summons his messen-
ger.
“Stop, Mr. Secretary,” said Captain
Dewey ; “you, as a lawyer, know that
there is no statute againsts defacing a
ship-of-war aud all you can do is to sue
me for trespass, and that in this country
whore the offense was committed. If
you desire it, I will go back to Middle-
sex County and stand my trial.
Mr. Dickenson reflected a moment
and said : “You are right ; and now tell
me how you took away that head.”
Dewey went on to say that, thinking
it was a desecration to place a figure-
head qf President Jackson on Old
Ironsides, he had determined to carry
it off. Late one night, in a severe
thunder storm, Dewey sculled from
Boston to the navy-yard with muffled
oar, clambered up the bow of the Con-
stitution and commenced sawing. It
was no easy task, as there was an iron
bolt through the figure. While at
work the flashes of lightning occasion-
ally revealed a sentry on the wharf, and
another on the forecastle of the Con-
stitution. Having finished, Dewey re-
turned to flie boat, carrying the head,
and was soon in Boston. He was quite
a lion among the Whigs,, and at Wash-
ington received much attention. Sec-
retary Dickerson treated him with
great courtesy, and received the head
with thanks. For a number of years
Dewey visited Washington every win-
ter. I think he received the appoint-
ment of postmaster at one time in Vir-
ginia. He had on his visiting cards a
handsaw bearing his name. — Ben: Per-
ley Poore, in the Boston Budget.
Foods for the Nick.
Beef tea, chicken broth, and similar
foods are verv nourishing, but patients
soon tire of them and can with difficul-
ty bo induced to take them after a little
while. Indeed, it is wise to change
diet as much as possible and tempt the
languid stomach with variety. Oysters
ate highly nutritious, and can be pre-
pared in various ways, making excellent
dishes. In many cases white-fish can
be eaten with advantage, and invalids
still nearer to recovery can take boiled
mutton or an underdone chop. But
meat should be taken with caution and
the lighter kinds adhered to until the
stomach regains vigor. Mutton, fowl,
white fish, etc., must be taken iu pre-
ference to heavier food, and five meals
a day of a light nature are to be pre-
ferred to three heavier ones, while suf-
fering from debility, while in worse cases
food must be taken every honr or two,
or much more frequently still if requir-
ed. Never neglect your patient’s food
—have something always at hand ready
to be taken when needed. Make your
foods fresh and do not keep “warming
them up”— warmed up foods are un-
palatable in health and unbearable in
siclmess. Broths and soaps may be
strengthened with lentils or pearl bar-
ley— the latter depriving beef tea of its
purging tendencies.
Patients are often thirsty, and in grati-
fying their thirst, take care the food is
nourishing. Barley water is very nice,
as are black currant tea, lemon tea—
with the pides removed to prevent it
being bitter— and a few drops of dilute
hydro-chloric acid in sweetened water
makes a good drink. Lemonade may
sometimes be taken; and in vomiting,
which producing at times the most dis-
tressing thirst, the sucking of small
fragments of ice is very agreeable, and
tends to sooth the stomach also.
Jellies and blanc-mange contain much
nourishment, and are digested easily;
rice, milk, sago gruel and similar things
are of service ; and if there is during
convalescence, a dislike for food, a small
quantity of wine or brandy before a
meal acts as a whip and sets up a con-
temporary appetite, which is often of
the highest benefit to the sufferer.—
Leeds Mercury. -f~ .
Stations for observing the habits,
migration, and hatching of birds were
some years ago established in Anstro-
Hungary at the instance of Prince Im-
perial, and it ia hoped that at the Or-
nithological Congress of Viennajin April
arrangements will be made for estab-
lishing such stations, in many other
counties.
PITH AND POINT.
A Paris Chinaman recently found a1
kidney-pad on the sidewalk, and has'
made enough soup out of it to start a
boarding house.— Paris Beacon.
A smart young man may feel flatter-
ed at being caUed a chip off the old
block, but when solid timber is wanted
the old block ia tbe best.— Carl Preteefs
Weekly.
“It is a wise man who knows his own
business,” says fhe Waterloo Observer.
Yes, and it is a wiser man who devotes
his whole time to attending to it — New
York Graphic. '
“Love is blind!” Maybe that’s why
the gas is so often turned down in the
parlor when loves takes possession.
Because why ? Love being blind, there
is no sense in wasting gas to make light
for it.
It is very desirable to bo a good read-
er. A clergyman is said to have once
read the following passage from the
Bible, with the emphasis thus: “And
the old man said unto bis sons, saddle j
mo the ass; and they saddled him 1” /
A noted physician says that the fre-
quent use of an organ or musclo of the
body greatly increases its size. If this
were true, there is a woman in this
town whose tongue would be bigger
than her head, and her mouth would
resemble a hungry boy 's bite into a cos-
tard pie.— -Newman independent.
Eureka ! An exchange has at last dis-
covered that “the reaaon so many young
men are fresh is because they are not
able to earn their salt.41 It may be ex-
actly as stated, but does it not seem
that it was more because they are. too
much indisposed to earn their salt in-
stead of not being able? However, the
mystery is solved.— Peck's Sun,
“How did you come over?” asked the
old gentleman of his prodigal son, who
had been in Enrope all summer and
was looking somewhat run down at the
heel. “First-class," said the prodigal
son, joyously. The old gentleman looked
suspicious but said nothing, and the
prodgial afterward explained to his sis-
ter that he had come over in the steer-
age, bnt wasn’t sick a minute/and lie
called that first-class.— Hawfcei/e.
Says an old lake captain : "There is
one standard for mates and another for
captains. For instance, a mate may
shout ‘Is your line clear?’ and n«t feel t
it necessary to freeze the souls «f pass- 1
engers aboard, but the caption views it
in a different light When he utters an
order or shouts an inquiry he expects
to see splinters fly from every ware-
house. Why, sir, when the captain of
a first-class propeller cries out to go
ahead or back her he expects to para-
lyze everything for a mile around.”
“And he needs a voice?” “Ay, sir, he
must have a voice as heavy as the roar-
ing sea lion. When he has the voice he
must study pose. When he has the
pose he must practice facial expression.
To be a successful captain he must have
a voice like McCullough, a pose like
Barrett, and a dignity of look which
might belong to an offended lion.— Px-
change.
LIP' UP TEB HAN’S.
Ef ole Satan thinks he ken ketoh 'll* chile,
Ltf np yer han’* ter de L^wd;!
He’ll git mighty alok o’ de goapnl ’He,
Lit’ np yer han’* ter de Lnwd;
He’d like fnr ter to stick me in de hornin' lake,
Lit' np yer ban's ter de Lewd;
But I knocks him down wid de heal>en!y cike.
Lit' up her ban’s to de Lawd.
Ohl sinner man,
O-o-ab, o-o-ah, O o asher o-o
Come glne de ban’,
O-o acber hi ho ho<v
I'so er feered dat Satan hhb ootch my wife,
Llf nn yer ban's ter de Lawd;
An* of ebe's below, she make er misrhty strife,
Llf up yer ban’s ter de Lawd;
De debit will fine hisset at her low.
Lit' np yer ban's ter de Lawd;
Ter see down dar dat he aln’ de boss,
Lit’ np yer ban's ler de Law*.
Ohl my sonl.
O-o-sh, o-o-ab, o-o-acher o-o
Will Rhine like gol’,
O-o-anher hi ho hoa
-Opte P. Heed, in Texas Siftings.
A COM1NO EVENT.
When balmy grow* the air,
Then housewlve* will prepare
Their annual spring cleaning to commence,
'mence, 'mcnce.
Their husbands will look Mne, '
And swear an oath or two*
And growl that women haven't got any sense,
sense, sense.
Somerville Journal.
t
The Skill of Prisoners.
“There is a great difference in the me-
chanical skill of prisoners,” remarked a
gentleman interested in a firm which
contracts for the labor of the prisoners
at Wethersfield. The convicts are em-
ployed daily upon machines for making
shoes and as I say there’s a great differ-
ence among them.”
“In what respect?”
“Well, a long term man, one who has
been sentenced for a series of years,
goes to his work with eagerness, and
seeks by constant and hard labor to
make the days of his confinement pass
by as rapidly as possible. By thiafcf7
means his mind is kept free from dis- •
agreeable thoughts, and by night the
work he has accomplished . daring the
sunlight enables him to rest easy. On
the other band the ‘short term’ men,
such as ‘tramps and others sentenced
for inihor offenses, pav but little atten-
tion to their work, and pass their days
in fretting and longing for their release,
If it could be helped I wouldn't give
much for the average ‘short termer.’
“What class of prisoners are the best
workers?.' The burglars --especially
tfiose who have been engaged in rob-
bing safqs— are by all odds tlwf best.
It seems a queer thing to say, but I am
always pleased when a bank burglar is
sentenced to State Prison. I am quite
3ure then that he will be a good work-
man. Four bank burglars were re-
cently sentenced from Fairfield County.
I am now on tbe lookout for their ar-
rival”— HarZ/orf/ (Cornu) Posh
A boy of twelve, is a telegraph opera-,
tor at Wheeling, West Virginia, and has
been an operator ainoe he was seven,
 ' - •' '
THE ADMINISTRATIOH OP JUSTICE.
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Things Necenaary to Be Done If ClviUcatlon
Is to Survive.
Of the things necessary to be done to
save onr civilization, the first and most
important is to cause a complete change
of attitude on the part of society toward
wrong-doing. What is now the attitude
maintained? It is one either of indif*
ference, tokration, or connivance, or
one suggestive of paralysis of the power
of indignation, and of every faculty
needed for the repression of crime.
Toward the criminal the attitude of the
public is that of weak pity, not unmin-
gled with admiration. The criminal is
an unfortunate man, to save whom from
punishment- seems to be the chief end
of the law. Look for a moment at his
trial in a court of justice. The jury,
carefully selected for their ignorance,
are made judges of both law and fact ;
to convict they must be unanimous ; if
they have a reasonable doubt of guilt,
they must acquit ; they are themselves
to determine what is a respectable
doubt; and to crown all, they are in-
structed that it is better that ten guilty
men should escape than that one inno-
cent man should be punished. These
rules and maxims, devised centuries
ago by merciful judges, then met the
ends of justice, since, as the laws were,
as against the crown ofticers, seeking to
convict, a person accused had no chance
of acquittal, lor he was allowed neither
counsel nor witnesses; but now they
PRESIDENTIAL FAVORITES.
Some Interesting Facts Concerning the
Men Who Stand Closest to the Chief Ex-
ecutive. *
Flowfbs, from the earliest ages,
have been associated with the tender
sentiments of the heart, and thus have
un-operate to screen the guilty from p
ishment, save in a few cases where
there is a general cry for vengeance
against some atrocious offender. The
maxim about the ten guilty men is
pressed upon juries by every felon’s
lawyer os the great safeguard of private
rights. In truth, however, the interest
of justice Would be best subserved by
making it read : “It is better that ten
innocent men should sutler than that
one guilty man should escape.” Were
that declared to be the policy of the
law juries would be made to feel, not
that the innocent were less deserving
than before of acquittal, but that the
guilty were a hundred times more de-
serving of conviction and punishment;
and the result would be 'most salutary.
In not one case in a million could an
innocent man suffer; and hardly one in
a thousand of the guilty, instead of
three’ out of four, as now, would escape.
How necessary such a change of atti-
tude is, may be s6en from the constant
recurrence of voluntary movements of
private citizens intended to supply the
defects of the law. Because great crim-
inals generally escape punishment,
lynching parties are of weekly occur-
ence in our country. Citizens’ associa-
tions have been found necessary to se-
cure the execution of our municipal
laws. From the announcements con-
stantly appearing in the public journals
that from such a day laws, long in
force, but left unexecuted, would bo
rigidly enforced, one might infer that
the duty of an executive officer is to
cause the laws to be executed when he
pleases to do so, or not at all, if such
be his will— Judge Jameson, in North
American Review.
“Kase Why.”
Going up town from the depot at
Macon, a negro who stood gazing fixedly
at a poster on the bill-board halted me
and said:
“Say, boss, I want to ax a question
or two.”
“ All right— drive ahead.”
“Heah’s a bill wid a pictur’ of a boss
on it, but I can’t read any of de lines.
Am it a ’vertisement of a circus or a
boss race?”
“Why do you ask ?”
“Kase why, sah, if it am a circus I’ze
gwine ter begin ter glance around arter
fo’ bits to pay my way in, and if it’s a
boss race I’ze gwine to put up three
razors agin a pair of butes an’ try an’
git dese ole hoofs off de cold groun’.”
“It’s neither one nor the oflier,” I
replied after reading the bill. “This is
the advertisement of a now liver-pill.”
“Lands alive! but I want to know
dat, too! Beckon de man might pay
me $1 a day to stand on de squar’ wid
him an’ swaller ’em down, to show de
public dat dey’s no humbug!” — Detroit
Free Press.
From Head to Foot.
The Postmaster at North Buffalo, Pa., Mr.
M. J. Green, says St. Jacobs Oil, the great
pain conqueror, cured him of pains in the
head, and also of frosted feet.
A Home Thrust.
A humorous editor, living in Austin,
Tex., received a cruel rebuke from his
wife not long since. She had been to
the theater, and on her return home
gave such a very amusing account of
the performance that her literary hus-
band exclaimed:
as yi
mak
“Why don’t you write that out just
i ou* have told it to me? It would
You ought tole first-class copy,
write for the paper.”
“No, I thank you. One crank in the
family is enough,” was the cutting re-
ply.— Terns Siftings.
Freshets Propagate Malaria.
The receding waters leave vast tracts covered
with rotting vegetation exposed to the rays of
the son, which evaporate the seeds of chilis and
fever and other malarial diseases, both obstinate
and virulent. This year, in consequence of the
unexampled inundations, in towns and cities no
less than in bottom lands, and along river banks,
the air is fecund of disease. Certain protec-
tion may be found in Hostetler's Stomach Bit-
ters. The urban and suburban residents of
towns, as well os the agriculturist, the miner,
and the Western emlcrant, will exercise a wise
precaution by forestalling the peril with this ox-
Visitors who, from curiosity or business,
have called at the White House, must have
been impressed by the courteous yet system-
atic manner with wbleh they were received
and escorted through the mansion. The
gentlemen whoso duty it is to receive all per-
sons coming to the White House are Col. E.
8. Densmore, Mr. John T. Rickard and Mr. T.
F. Peudol, and they have occupied their
present positions through the various ad-
ministrations since and even during the war.
Mr. Pondel was President Lincoln's body-
guard; saw him to his carriage the fatal
night on which ho visited Ford s Theater, and
he now has in bis possession the blood stained
coat which Mr. Lincoln wore on that memor-
able occasion. There is not a public man in
America to-day who does not know, and who
Is not known by these gentlemen, and the
reminiscences of public and social life which
they can recount would fill a Congressional
volume. During the woary yot exciting
years of the wrfr; through the more peaceful
times of Grant's administration; while Hnyos
held the reins of Government, and when Gar-
fleid was shot, It was these men who stood In
tho Executive Mans. on, welcoming the ad-
vent of each new administration, bowing at
its departure, and receiving both martyrs
through its portals.
During that long, hot. and never to be for-
gotten summer when President Garfield lay
between “two worlds,” the nation became
aware of the deadly malarial influence which
hung about tho White House. Hut all through
that period those three men never deserted
their posts for a single day, although each
one was suffering intensely. In conversation
with the writer, Col. Densmore said:
"It is impossible to describe tho tortures
I have undergone. To be compelled to smile
and treat the thousands of visitors who tome
hero dally witn courtesy when one is in the
greatest agony requires a tremendous effort
All that summer 1 hud terrible headaches,
heart-burn and a stilling sensation that rome-
timos took away my breath. My appetite was
uncertain and I felt severe pains In the small
of-my back. I was under the doctor's care,
with strict Instructions not to go out of the
house, but I remaind on duty nevertheless.
You would bo surprised to know the amount
of quinine 1 took; on some days it was as
much as sixteen grains."
"And was Mr. Rickard badly off, too?"
“I should think he was. Why, time and
again we have picked him upand laid him on
the mantel, here in the vestibule, ho was so
used up.”
"Yes,” exclaimed Mr. Hlokard, "I was so
weak I could not rise after lying down with-
out help, and <ould only walk with tho aid of
two canos, and then in a stooping position.
Oh, wo have been in a pretty bad condition
here, all of us.”
"And yet you are all tho embodiment of
health, " said the writer, as he looked at the
throe bright and vigorous men boloro him.
"Ob, yes,” said Mr. Rickard, “we have not
known what sickness was for more loan a
ration, and poesy of all ages baa found
image* of joy and beauty
"In the bright oonsnramate flower.”
A Popular Fallacy.
Many people think that Rheumatism can-
not be cured, it is canted by a bad state of
the blood wbioh deposits poisonous matter in
the joints and muscles causing lameness,
stiffness, and swelling of the joints and ex-
cruciating pains. Kidney-Wort will certainly
effect a cure. It acts on the Kidney.**, Liver,
and Dowels, stimulating them to a healthy
action, purifies and enriches the blood and
eliminates the poison from the system. Go
to tho nearest druggist, buy Kidney- Wort,
and bo eared.
Mbhsman’s Peftoxizxd Bex» Tonic, the
only preparation of beef containing Hi en-
tire nutritious properties. It contains blood-
making, force-generating, and life-sustaining
properties; invaluable for Indigestion, dys-
pepsia, nervous prostration, and all forms of
general debility; also, m all enfeebled tsondir
tlons, whether tho result of exhausUon, nerv-
ous prostration, over work, or acute disease,
particularly if resulting from pulmonary
complaints. Caswell. Hazard & Co., proprlo
tors, New York. Sold by druggists.
Returning bored— tho defeated candidate
on his way homo.
Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
FOR NERVOUSNESS, INDIGESTION, *TC.
Send to tho Rumford Chemical Works,
Providence, K. I., for pamphlet. Mailed tree.
When the stolen carcass of a beef was
found in a Jersey butcher’s wagon, it was
"a dead give away."
Consumption carries off more to the grave
than any other disease known to exist. How
Important, then, that upon discovery of
tho first symptoms that a staple remedy bo
used: 'Ibis Is found In Allen's Lung Bal-
sam. 'Tis no quack compound, reader, but a
gestion and appetite, 'i he wholesome wa mth
which it begat* in tha
a tendonnv to rheumatism, and kidney com-
plaints fostered by dampness end unwise expos-
ure, and Midden chills produced by I fall of
temperature.
year.
“Have you some secret way of overcoming
malaria and its attendant horrors.'”
" I think wo have a most certain way,” re-
plied Col. Dcnsirorc, "but It is no secret
You see, about two years ago my wife began
to grow blind, and I was alarmed at her con-
dition. t-ho finally became so she could not
tell whether a person were white or black at
a distance of ten feet One of her lady
friends advised her to try a certain treat-
ment that bad done wonders for her; and. to
make a long story short she did so, and was
completely cured. 'Mils induced mo to try
the same means for my own restoration, and
as soon as 1 found It was doing mo good I
recommended It to my associates, and we
have all been cured right here in tho strong-
hold of malaria, and kept in perfect health
ever since by means of Warner’s Safe Cure.
Now, 1 am not a believer in medicines in gen-
eral, but I do not hesitate to say that 1 am
satisfied I should have died of Bright's dis-
ease of tho kidneys before this had It not
been for this wonderful remedy, indeed. I
use It as a household medicine, and give it to
my children whenever they have any ail-
ments.”
“Yes,” exclaimed Mr. Pendel, “I use it in
my family all tho while and have found it
the most efficient remedy wo have over em-
ployed. I know of very many public men
who are using l£ to-day and they all speak
well of It."
“I weigh 100 pounds to^ay," said Mr. Rick-
ard, “and when my physicians told me over
a year ago I could not hope to recover I
weighed 122 pounds. Under such Influences
you cannot wonder that I consider this tho
best medicine before tho American people. '
The above statements from these gentle-
men need no comments. They are voluntary
and outspoken expressions from sources
which are the highest in the land. Were
there tho slightest question regarding their
authenticity they would not be made public,
but as they furnish such valuable truths for
ill who are Buffering, we unhesitatingly pub-
lish them lor the good of all.
remedy that has stood tho test of time, tho
trial by thousands of people with weak lungs,
and it ha* cured and will cun. Try It fairly
and honestly, and our word for It that good
health and renewed spirits will result
An Oregon man wants to trade a mule for
a wife. Some men never know when they are
well off!
The best test of a human life is the amount
of good It has been and done to others. Mrs.
Lydia K. Pmklia’m may ho given a seat of
honor among those who have helped to
change sickness Into health, and to transform
the darkness of suffering into the sunshine
of rest and hope. 4
Georgia has a very austere minister named
Henn. His congregation 'think him rather
eggs acting.
Cy Keep This in Mind.— In the Diamond
Dyes more coloring is given than in any known
dyes, and they give faster and more brilliant
colors. 10c. at all druggists'. Wells, Rich-
ardson & Co., Burlington, Vt Sample Card,
32 colors, and hook of directions for 2c.stamp.
Thieves on the stage arc always caught in
the act. — Indlauapnli* Scl**or*.
How to Shorten Life.
The recipe is simple. You have only to
take a violent cold and neglect it. Aber-
nethy, the great English surgeon, asked a
lady who told him she only had a cough:
“What would you have? The plague?” Be-
ware of "only coughs." The worst cases
can, however, bo cured by Ds. Wm. Hall’s
Balsam for tho Lungs. In whooping cough
and croup it immediately allays Irritation,
and is sure to prevent a fatal termination of
the disease. Sold by druggists.
"Put up” at tho Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find flrstr
class accommodations at tho low price of $2
and $2.50. per day at tho Gault House, Chica-
go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. Tills
far-famed hotel is located In tho center of tho
city, only one block from the Union Depot.
Elevator; all appointments Arst-class.
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.
Are You Discouraged ?
Has your physician failed to arrest thedls
eare from which you are suffering.' Are you
losing faith lu medicines, and growing
alurmod at your condition.' Then give Com-
pound Oxygon a trial. Write to Drs. Starke v
6i Pilen, 110» Girard st., Phila., for their
treatise on Compound Oxygen. Sent free.
Carbo-llnes.
The wind may roar among tho trees,
Yet great ships sail the stormy seas.
The baldhoad man may rave and swear.
Yet Carbollne restores tho hair.
Official Encouragement of Talent.
A fact noticed in the Belgian corre-
spondence of one of the Parisian pa-
pers affords another illnstration of the
inefficacy of the official encouragement
of talent by the state. The King of
the Belgians has regularly offered every
year, for the last ten years, a prize of
£1,000 for the best work on some sub-
ject of general interest, the greatest
latitude of choice being allowed the
candidates, provided the work came
within the sufficiently comprehensive
category of “oeuvres d’intelligence.”
During the whole ten years the prize
has only been awarded once. Year
after year the jury appointed to decide
on the merits of tho different essays
sent in have had to make the melan-
choly return that not one of them came
up to a decent standard. Macaulay
(himself a writer of prize poems) has
somewhere said that prize sheep are
only fit to make candles of, and prize
poems to light them with. Young Ox-
ford would probably object to the dic-
tum; but in Belgium, if prize essays
and prize poems may be placed on the
same footing, it would seem to be in
part true.— Pall Mall Gazette.
The pains and tortures of tho Spanish In-
quisition were not more agonizing than tho.-o
which, in our late civilization, are dally felt
by tho subjects of those grim tyrants, rheu-
matism and neuralgia. Roy. W. B. Evans, of
Washington, D. C., was a victim until be was
induced to try Athlophoros, and now ho
writes: “I consider Its work almost in tho
light of a miracle." Price, $1 per bottle. If
you druggist hasn’t it, send to Athlophoros
Co., 112 Wall street, N. Y.
I have suffered from Catarrh to such an
extent that I had to bandage my head
quiet the pain. I was advised by Mr. Rrown,
of Ithaca, to try Ely’s Cream Balm. When
suffering with Catarrh or cold In the head,
have never found its equal.— C. A. Cooper,
Danby, N. Y. (Apply with finger. Price 50
cents.)
The boat interests of humanity depend on
the gcod health of our women folks, and yet
those with brightest intellects seem to sutlor
most with ailments peculiar to female life. It
is well to remember that the whole female
system can be built up to a proper state of
endurance, pimples, sores, swollen limbs,
moutuly pains, and other indications of fe-
male disease* made to disappear, and robust
health of mind and body take the place of ill-
nesss and distress, if a timely use is made of
Dr. Guysott s Yellow Lock and Sarsaparilla,
it restores the blood to perfect health. It
strengthens the muscular and nervous sys-
tem. it gives tone to the digestive and urin-
ary organs. It allays all irritation of ihq
mucous membrane. In a word, it is a perfect
female medicine, and aids every function of
female life. No other remedy equals it. Hive
your druggist get It. Take no substitute.
“Hopk springs eternal in tho human
breast," but it never realizes much on the
investment unless a fellow geti square down
to business and earns what ho hopes for.-A
Tucu Slfliiw.
GDftUK*natlrt
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TUB C’UAKLES A. VOGELER CO.
MnuA. TOUKLIEACO.) S*JU»«r*, 14*11.0 A.
100 ESISSS ffi4
SnsTm
 mail. StowtUAC*
GOSSAMER GARMEITS FREE!
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will
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TRUE SOLDIERLY BRIT.
Having Pnraed through iho 'IV ar, in
014 Holdler Conquer* one Enemy
I have used Ely’s Cream Balm for dry Ca-
tarrh (to which every Eastern jicrsoii is sub-
ject wno comes to live In a high altitude). It
has proved a cure in my case.— B. F. M.mi* iuwu u u u u iuj
Weeks, Denver, Col. (Easy to use. Price
50 cents.)
Piso’s Remedy for Catarrh Isa certain curt
for that very obnoxious disease.
Ir afflicted with Sore Eyes, use Dr. Isaac
Thompson’s Eye Water. Druggists sell it. 26c.
The increasing sales of Pise's Cure attest
its claim as the best cough remedy.
“Bough on Rats" clears out Rats, Mice, Flies
Mother Swan’s Worm Syrup, taAclesa. 25c.
“Rough on Coughs" Troches, 15c; Liquid, 50c.
Wells' May-Apple (Liver) Pills. 10c. and 25c.
"Rough on Toothache," instant relief, lie.
•’Buchu paibi." Great Kidney end Urinary Care. |1.
"Rough on Comi," for Corns, Wart*, Bunions. 15o.
Wells' Health Renewer cures Dyspepsia, Impotence.
“ Rough on Dentist " Tooth Powder, 15c.
Kindling with enthusiasm as be recalled the great
struggle of tweuty yuan* ago, Capt. J. R. Sanford, of
Newark, who raiaed Company B of Sid N. J. Zouaves,
and went to the front with thera.aaid to a transient
companion one day last summer :
YeH. I waa in eight of the flerocat Uttlcs of the war ;
Seven Pines, Malvern HiU. Savage HUtion, Missionary
Ridge and Harrlson'a Landing are iu the list. I started
to go with Sherman to the sea. but my right leg waa
shattered by a ball at the first engagement after the
great inarch began. After the amputation I was taken
twenty -five miles and left iu a tent at Ringgold, Ga. A
rain came on and my tent was flooded. Then I waa
start on ray way to Chattanooga, 380 miles distant.
Just try to Imagine tho horror of that Journey to a
man in my condition. For year* afterward I waa
abaken with every exertion. Yea, tho doctors pre-
scribe. m they always will when you ask them, but I
keep my own doctor now, and he never opens his
mouth."
•A dumb doctor?" exclaimed the Captain’s caller.
“Yea, dumb an a mummy, but smart os lightning;
there he is," pointing to a bottle of DR. DAVID KEN-
NEDY'S FAVORITE REMEDY standing on a comar
shelf, "I take that. When I am run down it winds me
up ; when I am weak it strengthens me ; when I am
'off my food’ it givea mo an appetite ; when I am ex-
cited it quiets me."
Remember name, Dr. David Kennedy’s FAVORIT1
jirwrov. Rnjidont. N.Y.
* •LYDIA I. PINKHAM'S • •
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
* • • IS A POSITIVE CURE FOR • • •
All those painful Complaints
* and Weaknesses so common *
* • • • • • to our best
* • FE1IALE POPULATION. • •
FrlM fl ta llfsll, pm sr l«mfsf»rau
•If* pwrpo* (s *oWv for th* Ultimate healing of
dlsrast and the relief of pain, and that U don alli te It 
UUaimeto do, thoueands of ladlee can gladly testify.
• It will cure entirely *11 Ovarian troubles, Inflamma-
tion and Ulceration, Fulling *nd Displacements, *nd
consequent Spinal Weakness, and Is panlcuUrlv ad*pt-
1 to the Change of Life. •••••••••••••#•
• It removes Palntness-Flatnlener, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and relloves Weak news of the Stomach.t ie w s r in
It cures nioaflng. Hen-laches, Nervous Pi
General Debility, SleeplcMnww, Depression
rostration,S3e esa,  and
u».
• Bend stamp to Lynn. Mass., for pamphlet. Letters of
addentlally answered. For tale al 'In^uJr^ CO ntl I k n 1 1  mL e t druggists.
r»Aiisr.
Pain is supposed to be the lot of ns poor mortals,
-* inevitable as death, and liable st any time to come
upon us. Therefore It is important that remedial
agonta should be at hand to be used in an emergency,
when wo are made to feel the excruciating agoniee of
pain, or tho depresung influence of dlseaM*.
Such a remedial agent exists in that old Reliable
Family Remedy,
PERRY DAVIS’
Pain'Killer
It was the first and is the only perma-
nent Pain Reliever.
ITS MERITS ARE UNSURPASSED.
There Is nothing to equal it. In a few moments it
cures
Colic, Cramps, Spasms, Heartburn, 1)1-
arrhtra, Dysentery, Flnx, '
Dyspepsia, Sick
Headache.
It Is found to
CURE CHOLERA
When all other Remedies fail.
$65A MONTH and board for 8 live YoungMan < .........P. W.
EBUEImbFBEST IN THE WORLD.
cr Got tho Genuine. Bold Everywhere.
DR. DAVIDS |
KENNEDY’S
Pleasant to Toiie,
Powerful to Cure,
And Welcome
1* Every Home.
KIDNEY
LIVER CURE
He Knneny la soaptaaip
allagra and both Mxes,af-
l.inllng permanent relief ta
all case* cauwd by impurity
___ __ of the blood, »uoh M Klil-jBwwjSItfMr nry. Bladder and l.lvrr
Cuiuiiiuiiilm l oiretlpiulon and \Aenknc***a
• vm.illl'aw t it Mf.llttlil, •peculiar to women. . „ ..
It provta surcoaful In caaea where ell other medl-
cIdm had totally f illed. Nosultareraheuld dsspal*
e# long as this remedy Is untried. It has- an mi
broken record of auuceaa tar many year*, and has
won hosta of warm friends.
Are you •ulforing from an/ dlsanst trjce»hl# in
the taiMi mrajioncdf If to. Dr. Kennedy
atake* maparaonkl and proferelouil reputaWon en
the statement that Favorite Itemody will do
3 Forside by nil drugglatn. or writ# to Dr. David
idonutf.Y.Kennedy, Uoudont,
Hqps&Mau
WHEN USED EXTERNALLY, AS A LINIMENT,
nothing given quicker ea«o In Barns, Cuts.
I mil son, NpruiiiH, Ntinga from Iiinci tn. nml
ScaltlH. It removes tho fire, and the wound heals
like ordinary sores. Those suffering with Rheuma-
tism, Gout, or Neuralgia. If not a positive cure, they
find tho PAIN-KILLER gives them relief when no
other remedy will. In sections of the country where
BITTERS
mum mi
Liver and Kidney Remedy,
FEVER AND AGUE
Prevails there is no remedy held in greater esteem.
Persons traveling should keep it by them.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
| Compounded from the well known
Curatives Hops, Malt, Buchu, Man-
drake, Dandelion, Sarsaparilla, Oaa-
cara Bagrada, etc., combined with an
agreeable Aromatic Elixir. •
PATENTSIBSiTSiS
for patent until obtained, ^ rite for Inventors’ Guide.
I EARNb Address VALENTINE UROH.. Janesville, Wis.
THEY CUBE DYSPEPSIA ft HDIOESTIOI(|
let tpoi theLtverand KIdaejs,
REGULATE THE BOWELS,!
They cure Rheumatism, and all Uri-
nary troubles. They Invigorate,
nourish, itrengthen and quiet
tha Nervous System.
As a Tonic they have no Equal.
Take none but Hope and Malt Bitters.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALER* -
Hops and Malt Bitters Co.
DETROIT, MICH.
e or Indies, in each county. Address
ZIEGLER A OO, Chicago. IU.
*-€133
"V OT ORLY TO THE Bl'ITFR.
1X1 «r waited by dbMM do*.
m%.’. T—4 mppltnwnl Dm prop*
BMdlrlo, and Mug tack llffnrth
•nd comfort, bat the delicate motl^r
wtll find la IU dally Me JmI wtat U
needed to cheek and npplemml the
drain made upon Mlure'i forcer.
Try It, mother,, and ta convinced.
IWHpet to inH different tarter ae-
companv mrh ran. Foar lire., tie.
up. WOOUUCH 4 CO. on Utah
Mme. L. LANCE’S
t imy
MU I SlIPPflRTFR.
BraiAHm, N. H, Dsa. Id, ua.
De. K. IMRSotr— Dror Sir: The chains that haabean
wroughj/n my physical condition in afew*mDnjfc« in
umpl/teonder/ul. You ean nas my tanWif yok wfl.* I
'poor, suffering women to knMh^tihamj
“a/Tered many things of many pb/Aiiildci (re noth-]
but frow w'iW* th^laileYin aat'th«|
' b« eared by Vriting 1> bf. Foote. «•
fully your/1 HaiMi E. HOUUX.'
I CSM.B fart tluramnds of I<>calle(f
 deliverance to Dri
fulfcfetlxftof treating patients by msQ
‘experience. All sufferers;
, ean hare tUlf
a%tur stami/bjr <
_ are., NehyTork
_ __ : of «g«y pages “for the aakMif All
letter*- are strietiy confidential' and never
with muse except by consent of the patient
[B,
SUPPORTER.
Price, silk, •S.OO;
Linen, * 1 .50. RemltUnc*
with order. Bent by Mall.
Hcndfor descriptive circular.
704 Broadway, H. T. City.
AGENTS WANTED.
30 DAYS’ TRIAL
]^VHj|!
q^LBOTBO- VoLTAIO BELT tad other Elkthto
* &*8i^oK<r8tnWB.
fog from Neevous Deuutt. Lost Vitautt,
wjjmso WRAKnasRa. and all tnoee diseases of a
milting from Aacus and
Fumlebed upon short notice, at lowest prices and
easy terms. Also all kind* or paper, csruboard and
kaavouE
outiso raKimeEa.
rntsosoi, Na
Other Causes.
restoration to Health,Ooitamm Bend at
Pam:
SB'MroTMri.di.iiMLand I ’ape
ON, 5UNI  271*273 franklin Street Chicago. HL
Ii“ ftWrft) 8 Original METHODS
Male New without doc- of
opera
or uncomfortable trust*.
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This pace 1» i^Mjrved for the Wc
W. (S. S. Intott.
A Womt&'i Flit.
P - ,N. J.f April, 1884.
£d. Reformer:— I should like to have
certain people arrested for cruelty to ani-
mals. There are five saloons In this
small place, all of which are patronizod
by my husband. As soon as ho begins to
drink he begins to get drunk. He can
stand but very little liquor before he gives
up to drunkeness, and then he don't care
how much he drinks. These saloon-
keepers know that, because I have re-
peatedly told them so. •
Now, sirs, when Sam is drunk he is
very cruel. He does not care what he
does to me or the children, and we
have nowhere to go for redrew. If
men are found in the cockpit they
are arrested, because one cock wounds
or kills another. In Heaven’s name
am I not as worthy of protection as
a paltry cock?. But you say 1 am not an
animal Tea, I am, physically at least.
Once I thought 1 was a lady. While Sam
was sober for five years after our mar
riage he was kind. Then nothing was too
good for me. Now he cares only for the
drink; nothing is too bad. Yes, I feel
he an animal when he comes home curs
ng and ready to fight everything he sees;
and I know there is no help for me. I
am willing to be called an animal, if I can
only get the redress animals get. As it is,
horses, pigs, dogs, eows, cats and cocks
can be protected; but a woman an animal
with a soul, must be kicked about by a
drunken ruffian, and who cares? For
God’s saks, protect me. For God’s sake,
protect my poor innocent children. These
saloon-keepers know that for eyery cent
they take I shall get so many blows, and
by and by there will be murder done.
They know also that their wives and chil-
dren get the clothes that ought to cover
the poor naked backs of my children. Is
there no help? Can I not have the pro-
tection accorded to the brutes?
Respectfully,
A Drunkard’s Wife.
r,
Van Oort & Beenwkes,
Succewors to W. C. MELI8.
arc Belling and keep for Bale some very fine
COOKING STOVES,
AND RANGES,
A large stock of
always on hand.
Wc have a large assortment of
Faint 1 Calcimine Brushes.
ALABASTINE
in all fhadee.
Gardem Farming Tools.
A Lawyer's Opinion of Interest to AIL
J. A. Tawney, Esq., a leading attorney
of Winona, Minn, writes.: “After using it
for more than three years, 1 take great
pleasure in stating that 1 regard Dr. King’s
New Discovery for Consumption, as the
best remedy in the world for Cough, and
Colds. It has never failed to cure the
most severe colds I have had, and invar
lably relieves the pain in the chest.”
Trial Bottles of this sure cure for al
Throat and Lung ‘diseases may be had Free
at H. Walsh’s Drug Store. Large size $1.00.
Some of our exchanges are publishing
the celebrated 25-letter puzzel. If some
of our readers will take the time to study
it out, they will find some good advice in
it. It is as follows:
.1
F YQUO
W E F 0
R T H I 8
P A .P E
R P A
Y U
P
The heft of
Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
and White Lead.
can be obtained of ns.
We keep all kinds of
Baited Fence Wire
AND SrrA£&£
have been received in immense quantities at the One-Price Store of
E. i. HARRINGTON, - HOLLAND, MICH.
r
Ladies are invited to call and examine our stock of
Spring Dress Goods, New Style of Prints,! Dress Patterns.
COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,
WHIPS, PUMPS,
GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,
CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND
GLASS, ETC., ETC.
GIVE US A CALL.
^We promise prompt and^gcntlemanl^treatreatment
VAN OORT. * BEEUWKES.
Holland, Mich.. April 2, 1884. 42-tf
MSI!
Many ladies admire gray hair— on same
other person . But few care to try its effect
on their own charms. Nor need they,
aince Ayer’s Hair Vigor prevents the hair
from turning gray, and restarts gray hair
te its ariginsl celor. It cleanses the scalp,
prevents the formation of dandruff, and
wonderfully stimulates the growth of the
hair.
Tax Secret An of Beauty lies not in
cosmetics, but only in pure blood and
healthy action of the vital organs, te be
obtained by Burdock Blood Bitters.
The work of census enumerators, which
begins June 1, is an extensive one, and t
big task for these who have it in charge.
This will be better realized when it is
known there are five schedules which
must be filled out by by each enumerator,
if the desired information is to be found
within his district. Schedule 1 when
filled will show the census enumeration,
and requires the answering of 82 quest ions
by each person. Schedule 2 furnishes
statistics of death and presents 10 ques-
tions to be answered by those of whom in-
formation is secured. Schedule 8 con-
tains 114 questions and pertains te agri-
cultural matters. Schedule 4 presents 81
questions concerning manufactures, mines,
fisheries and ether industries and their
products. Schedule 5 asks for statistics
concerning public and private libraries,
schools and churches, requiring 80 ques-
tions to be answered by the representa-
tives of each tf inch institutions.
Notwithstanding much has been said
about the importance of a blood-purifying
^ medicine, it may be peasible that the mat
ter baa never eeriouely claimed year ttten
Think of it mm! If, by the use of a
‘ tf Ayer’a Sarsaparilla you
> evils of scrofult, and transmit a
constitution to year effkpriag,
iXorUKsacgttOofi.,
|7<^NEVE^ OUT OF ORDER.
NO EQ^
AO UNION SQUARE NEWYORK.
O* ^
Yilu/ POR SALE BY
MEYER, BROUWER CO.
CH AIMiBIK/ AY , CHAihABIRAY
a new dress goods that is rapidly growing very popular with ladies.
Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace, and Calicos
in an endless number of styles and designs.
In the Clothing Department we have some of the finest
IV£en.s’ ctnd Bovs’1 Spring Suit®
ever brought to this city.
Fine Business Suits ranging in price from $8 to $18.
Hats and Caps, Gent’s Furnshing Goods, Etc., Etc.
A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
COULEE BAB/LIT and GET BEST BABGAI1TS
Holland, Mich., April 3d, 1884.
JAS. HUNTLEY,
Agents. Holland. Mich.
HI. BOOHsTE,
The oldest esUbllahed BUblein the city.
On Market Street, near Eighth.
I have the newest end beet JLBAB8I in this
oity, with the finest home end carriage! for funeral
purposes, which I will furnish
as cheap, if aot cheaper
than any party la this city.
Juty *4, Ittt,
Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings fin-
ished and completed.
Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.
Stairs, Hand Hailing, Sash
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings
Brackets, etc. made and
furnished.
TUTFS
PILLS
TORPID BOWELS,
DISORDERED LIVER,
_ and MALARIA.
From those sources arise three-fourths ol
the diseases of the human race. These
acne, nuiness alter eating, Aversion to
euertlon of body or mind* Eructation
of food, Irritability of temper, Low
spirits, A feeling of hawing neglected
some dntjr, IHulnese, Fluttering at theuttering!
HeartjDots before the eyes, highl
red trine, COWSTIPATIOIi; ai
Rev. Father Wilds’
EXPERIENCE.
The Rev. Z. P. Wilds, well-known city
missionary In New York, and brother
of the late eminent Judge Wilds, of the
Massachusetts Supreme Court, writes
as follows :
“78 "S. Utk St., New Tori. May 16, 1882.
Messrs. J. C. Ayer A Co.. Gentlemen :
Last winter 1 was troubled with a most
uncomfortable itching humor affecting
more especially my limbe, which itched so
intolerably at nlgbt, and bt_ . ranted so Intense-
ly, that 1 could scarcely bear any clothing
over them. 1 wss also a sufferer from a
severe catarrh and catarrhal cough; mi
jreol*
nd de* si v  wvriw cw a. jan.A a Avr w, gum uu
m&nd the use of a remedy that acta directly
on the Liver, AsaLlrermedlcineTUTT’l
PILLS have no equal. Their action on the
Kidneys and Skin is also prompt ; removing
all impurities through tlcse three “scav-
engers of the system,** producing appe-
tite, sound digestion, regular stools^a clear
skin and a vigorous bod y . TUTT*S FILLS
cause no nausea or griping nsr Interfere
with daily work and are a perfect
Office and shop on River Street,
near the corner of Tenth Street,
JAS. HUNTLEY.
Holland, May 27, 1883. 17-tf.
G. J. VAN DCEEN, W. VAN DER VEERE
City Meat Market,
VAN DUREN &C0., Prop’s!
Having lately rc-opened the “City Heat Market1
in the First Ward, we kindly invite the citizens
of this city to give ns a “call.11
We Intend to keep our market supplied with the
best and choicest meats tbst.csn be procured.
We make
and can assure enr patrons tbst the Laid pur
chased sffns, is perfectly pare and of fine quality.
G.J.VAN DUREN A CO.
Holland, MIcb., Feb. 15. 1868. „
County Poor Farm.
The Board of SnperviMn of Ottawa
caunty, Mich., have instructed the Com-
mittee on Poor to sell the Poor Farm.
Thia farm consists ot about 215 acres, 150
acres under cultivation, the balance in
timber. It is located 1 mile from East-
maovllle and 5 miles from Coopersville.
The soil is adapted to raising grain and
hay and for general farming purposes.
The buildings are a good large barn, with
two abeda . attached, and a comfortable
dwelling house. There is a wind mill on
the premises with good and sufficient
water. This farm la for sale at a sum not
leaa than $6,000. The payments are: one-
third of purchase price cash down, the
balance en time.
Further information may be procured
from the committee.
K. Schaddklbe, Holland,
Geo. Latham, Allendale,
Geo. F. Porter, Charter,
Ommittee,
Holland, Mich., May 15, 1884. 15-6w
TUTTS HAIR DYE.
Gray Hair or Whiskers changed in-
stantly to a Glossy Black by a single ap-
plication of this Dye. Bold by Druggists,
or sent by express on receipt of El*
Office, 44 Murray Street, New York.
flTTS MANUAL OF USEFUL RECEIPTS FREE.
AT TV for the working class. Send 10 cents(lULl) 2SM;
that will put you In the way of mak-
ing more money in a few days than you ever
thought pOMible at any business. Capital not re-
quired. We will suit you. Yon ran work all the
time or in spars time only. The werk Is nniver-
sally adapted to both sexes, yonng and old. You
can easily earn from 50 cents to $6 every evening
That all who want work may test the business, we
make this unpsrelleled offer; to all who are not
well satisfied we will send |1 to pay for the trouble
of writing us. Foil particulars, directions, etc.,
sent free. Fortunes will be made bv those who
give their whole time to the work. Great success
absolutely sure. Don’t delay. Start now. Ad-
dress Stinson & Co.. Portland, Maine.
GEO. T. McCLURE,
I-'- Dealer in-
Sewing Machines,
IND MUSICll INSTRUMENTS.
OBAS. DUPOVTHOLLAND, IMCXOXX.
breeder ef thoroughbred
ZZorLdcLZis,
H. BOONE.
Brown and White Leghorns.
I ««r SETTDTG,EGGS ILSO w
The only reed instrument made having
the patent Qualifying lubes, giving the
nearest approach in tone to .that of the
pipe organ.
White Sewing Machine!
The Boot in tho World!
Every Machine warranted for five yean.
A full Hoe of sewing machine merchan-
dise constantly on hand.
Please call, examine good#, and ascertain prices
and terms before purchasing elsewhere.
GEO. T. MoOLURB,
Cor. of Eighth and Klver streets,17-ty Holland Mtyh
SSfllthan•ex,
ugn y
appetite was poor, and my system a good
deal ran down. Knowing the value of
Ayrr’s Sarsaparilla, by observation of
many other cases, and from personal use
in former years. 1 began taking it for the
above-named disorders. My appetite im-
proved almost from the first dose. After
a short time the fever and itching were
allayed, and all eigne of irritation of the
skin disappeared. My catarrh and cough
were also cured by the same means, and
my general health greatly improved, until
it is now excellent. I feel a hundred per
cent stronger, and I attribute these results
to the use of the Sarsaparilla, which
1 recommend with all confidence sis tho
beet blood medicine ever devised. I took
it in small doses three times a day, and
used, in all, less than two bottles. 1 place
these facts at your service, hoping their
publication may do good.
Yours respectfully, Z. P. Wilds.'*
The above instance is but one of the many
constantly coming to our notice, which prove
the perfect adaptability of Ayer’s Sarsa-
parilla to the cure of all diseases arising
from impure or impoverished blood, and a
weakened vitality.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
cleanses, enriches, and strengthens the blood,
stimulates the action of the stomach and
bowels, and thereby enables the system to
resist and overcome the attacks of all Scmfu-
Ions Diteam, Eruptions of the Skin, Rheu-
matism, Catarrh, General Debility, and all
disorders resulting from poor or corrupted
blood and a low state of the system.
PREPARED BY
Dr.J.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists-^prico 91, six bottles
AYER’S
CATHARTIC
pf PILLS. •;
Best Purgative Medicine
cure Constipation. Inffigestion, Headache, aadl
all Bilious Disorders.
- Sold everywSiere, Always reliable, t
AGENTS
wanted tor The Lives of all the
Presidents ef the U. S. Tbe
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice oni
price. The fastest selling boek in America. Im-
mease profits to agents. All InteRigent people
want it Any one can become a snccessfnl agent.
Terms free. Halur Book Co., Portland, Maine.
<
,T
THE ONLY TRUE
f ACTI REGARDING
Dt.Bvto’ilta Tonic.
It Willi U, regulate
STOKE THE
tlon, Lack of Strength, etc.. Its use l« marked
with immediate and wonderful results. BoMes,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
tho mind and supplies Brain P<ower.
suffering from all complaint*
’.will find In
1
/
t
, a
